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I. Why BAYWORK Studied Star Utilities
The ability of water and wastewater utilities to deliver on their promises to the public depends on the ability
of their staff to reliably perform mission-critical work. Historically, most water and wastewater utilities in the
United States have been able to meet regulatory standards and customer expectations despite limited
investments in staff development, documentation, technical training and knowledge management. This has
been feasible because of knowledgeable staff, low staff turnover, and relatively stable infrastructure.
However, many factors that contributed to this success are disappearing. As Baby Boomers retire, the
employees who replace them may not have equivalent skills, and will not have equivalent knowledge of
utility-specific facilities and programs. New workers may not stay in the same positions long enough to learn
their work through the informal one-on-one interactions that provided learning apprenticeships for their
predecessors. Younger employees are more likely to move up, laterally within an organization, or out of an
organization if their expectations (including the opportunity to continue to learn) are not met. Furthermore,
as facilities, equipment, and technologies are replaced and regulations are continually expanded and
modified, on-the-job experience is no longer a guarantee of relevant expertise. Neither new nor
experienced staff can be expected to know how to perform facility or equipment-specific work that the
organization has not given them an opportunity to learn.
As with any objective, the true measure of the difficulty of a challenge is not the objective itself, but the
capacity of the individual or organization to meet it. A ten-mile hike is more of a challenge for a toddler than
a triathlon athlete, and the responsibility of maintaining a continuously prepared workforce is more
challenging for organizations that are relying on outdated approaches for turning new hires into prepared
workers, supervisors, and managers.
While the water/wastewater industry has become progressively more sophisticated in its management of
physical assets (infrastructure and equipment), many utilities have paid little attention to the asset most
critical to their success: the willingness and ability of staff to do reliable work. Many have assumed that as
long as qualified candidates were hired, new employees would pick up knowledge and skills without
substantial, intentional investment on the part of the organization. In reality, as the industry shifts from
relatively simple mechanical processes to automated, complex processes that are continuously updated, the
organization must become an educator in addition to an employer. Continuous learning, which may once
have sounded like an idealistic goal for the academically-minded few, is now required for all knowledge
workers – the key point being that all of our employees now are, and need to be, knowledge workers.
In an industry known more for reliability than innovation, which is managed by executives and governing
boards who may not have grasped the full implications of shifting demographics and the escalating pace of
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change, there has been considerable hand-wringing over the impending loss of the knowledge of retiring
Baby Boomers, and a lesser amount of focused work on upgrading organizational capacity to quickly,
effectively prepare staff for new tasks and responsibilities. But some utilities are proactively moving ahead
of the pack.
In 2011, a needs assessment conducted by signatories of BAYWORK (a consortium of Bay Area water and
wastewater utilities focused on workforce reliability) indicated that BAYWORK signatories saw inadequate
competency analysis, documentation, staff development, technical training, and knowledge management
programs as serious risks to operational reliability. In its strategic planning meeting for FY 2012-2013,
BAYWORK managers resolved to investigate and learn from the programs, practices, and investments of
water and wastewater utilities that were doing outstanding work in these areas. This research focused on
programs directed at ensuring the preparedness of staff in job categories BAYWORK has defined as
mission-critical: water treatment operators, water distribution operators, wastewater treatment operators,
mechanics/machinists, electronic maintenance technicians/instrument technicians, and engineers. Utilities
whose programs were studied are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: List of Star Utilities and Locations
Utility Name
Union Sanitary District
Colorado Springs Utilities
Littleton/Englewood Wastewater Treatment Plant
City of San Diego Public Utilities Department
Metro Vancouver

Location
Union City, California
Colorado Springs, Colorado
Englewood, Colorado
San Diego, California
Vancouver, Canada

II. How BAYWORK Conducted its Analysis
BAYWORK’s investigation process included the following:


A detailed survey of each utility’s processes, programs, and investments (see Attachment A);



Pre-planning with utility staff on the survey, site visit, agenda, and logistics;



On-site visits by staff members of BAYWORK utilities (which included presentations, tours, and
additional gathering of materials);



Debriefing among BAYWORK site visit participants to document key findings, and their potential
application to BAYWORK utilities; and



A BAYWORK Lessons Learned Workshop to disseminate and discuss findings.

No utility that was visited had all the answers on how to ensure performance preparedness. Rather,
BAYWORK has identified these utilities as stars because they are pioneers in specific areas of staff
preparedness who have generously agreed to help other water and wastewater utilities learn from their
experience.
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III. A Variety of Paths to Success
Star utilities varied in their size and function, as well as the models used for addressing documentation, staff
training, and knowledge management needs. Each program was unique, but three basic patterns emerged:
1. Reliance on subject matter experts (as at Littleton/Englewood Wastewater Treatment Plant);
2. A combination of subject matter expertise with in-house instructional design and training skills (as at
the City of San Diego Public Utilities Department, Union Sanitary District, and Colorado Springs
Utilities); and
3. Reliance on a combination of subject matter expertise with external support from consultants or
community colleges (an approach used to differing degrees by all utilities studied).
The scope of the analysis done by BAYWORK varied somewhat at different utilities. For example, at Metro
Vancouver, BAYWORK’s analysis focused on the technical training provided to the system operations and
water treatment staff responsible for operation of a water treatment facility. At Colorado Springs Utilities’
University of Springs Utilities, BAYWORK’s analysis covered the full range of training options offered to
employees. At Union Sanitary District, two separate visits were conducted: one to examine USD’s
competency analysis and technical training program, and a second to study their leadership development
and succession planning program.
One variable among the utilities studied was the extent to which training was customer-driven (response to
a request) or management-driven (prioritized based on operational risk factors). Although all of the star
utilities’ programs contained components of each, some programs were notably customer-driven. For
example, at Colorado Springs Utilities, development of new trainings is initiated by a customer identification
of a training need (see Attachment B). The request is subsequently analyzed by training staff and reviewed
by an oversight board that includes operations managers. In contrast, Metro Vancouver’s technical training
materials were developed based on an asset management approach that included identification of tasks that
would be performed by operations staff, the likelihood of inadequate performance, and the potential
consequence of inadequate performance (see Attachment C). It is worth noting that for both Metro
Vancouver and Littleton/Englewood Wastewater Treatment Plant, the initial impetus to develop new
documentation and training materials was provided by construction of a new treatment facility.
Analysis of these distinctive efforts, each outstanding in different ways, generated observations about the
inputs and processes that supported implementation of effective documentation, training, and knowledge
management programs.

IV. Lessons Learned
The extensive research described above resulted in the generation of five overarching lessons learned from
star utilities, which can be applied by utilities interested in upgrading their staff preparedness programs:


Apply an asset management approach



Bring the right skill sets to the work.
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Make an investment commensurate with the task.



Customize training options to meet training needs.



Use technology to optimize employee access to information.

Each of these lessons learned is described in further detail below.

A.

Apply an Asset Management Approach

Applying an asset management approach to staff knowledge includes the following steps:


Identify the tasks involved in performing work, and the knowledge needed to perform the work
reliably;



Assess the current level of staff knowledge and access to documentation, training tools, and
reference materials;



Using findings from the first two steps, assess the operational risk of inadequate performance of
each task, and use this risk assessment to prioritize development and maintenance of
documentation, training tools, and reference materials;

1.



Track staff time and financial investments directed to maintenance and upgrading staff knowledge;
and



Monitor and report results.

Competency Analysis

The first step in development of adequate training and knowledge management programs is to determine
what employees need to know in order to perform their work reliability. For example, at Union Sanitary
District, a Job Competency Requirement (JCR) reflects the minimum knowledge and skills that an employee
must demonstrate in order to perform specific routine duties necessary for reliable operations of District
equipment and systems. Competency requirements were analyzed at three different levels: fundamentals
(e.g., trenching and soil compaction in the case of tracker-loader backhoe operation), system components
and components parts (e.g., back-up alarms), and tasks (e.g., inspection of the job site). Documentation of
competency requirements was used as the basis for developing the standards to which employees are
measured when accomplishing a skill or knowledge-based task. The Standard Answers (SA) consist of an
approved process or statement that answers the competency questions listed in the JCR sections.
Similarly, in its Leadership Development and Succession Planning efforts, Union Sanitary District began
with identification of the skills needed by staff in order to become effective leaders at all levels of the
organization. This assessment determined both the courses developed in-house for employee training (e.g.,
Team Development, Communications, and Recruitment and Selection), and the courses employees could
take as part of their leadership development program at a local community college (e.g., Fundamentals of
Supervision).
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2.

Risk Assessment and Prioritization

Asset management of infrastructure and equipment generally includes an assessment of risks to reliable
operation. This assessment takes into account the likelihood that a problem will occur (e.g., the likelihood of
an earthquake of a certain magnitude) and the potential consequence of failure. Star utilities that take an
asset management approach to staff preparedness perform a similar risk assessment and prioritization of
processes that operations staff are required to perform to serve their job functions. Risk factors taken into
account by star utilities in assessing documentation and staff training needs include impacts to employee
health and safety, violations of water quality and/or environmental regulations, organizational need or
mandate, high probability of failure, and high consequence of failure. As such, the most frequent tasks were
not necessarily the tasks prioritized for training development. Table 2 reflects how often different factors
were noted by star utilities to prioritize training development.
Table 2: Risk Factors Most Considered by Star Utilities
Factor
Employee Safety
Regulatory Compliance
High Consequence of Failure
Organizational Need/Mandate
High Risk of Failure
(probability/consequence)
High Volume

Count
4
4
4
2
1
0

Of the star utilities studied, the agency using the most formal and extensive risk assessment process is
Metro Vancouver. The Critical Task Analysis process, which carefully analyzes the probability and risk of
failure of each critical task, is described in Attachment D. A different approach to needs assessment is used
by Colorado Springs Utilities, which responds to training requests by analyzing the real problem to be
solved, as well as the most appropriate type of training tool needed if the actual problem is inadequate staff
training (see Attachment E for a flowchart of the request process).
3.

Tracking Investments in Staff Preparedness

The accounting process used by many organizations makes it difficult to track expenditures related to
documentation, staff development, technical training, and knowledge management. While professional
services contracts and the salaries of training professions may be easily identifiable, the time contributions
of subject matter experts are often harder to track. In this regard, Littleton/Englewood Wastewater
Treatment Plant is a notable exception. Working from the premise that knowledge is an asset and that
efforts to upgrade this asset should be tracked, the agency initiates a work order on its computerized
Materials Management System whenever the need for a new Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) is
identified. One or more individuals are assigned to develop the SOP, and their time spent developing the
document is recorded. The work order is closed when the SOP is complete and added to
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Littleton/Englewood Wastewater Treatment Plant’s online knowledge management system. At that time, an
internal review schedule is established so that the system will initiate a review work order at set intervals
(e.g., every one to two years). This process supports both tracking of in-house investments and periodic
review of documentation to ensure its accuracy. An example screenshot of Littleton/Englewood Wastewater
Treatment Plant’s work order system for knowledge management is shown in Attachment F.
4.

Measuring Effectiveness

Various approaches were used by star utilities to measure the effectiveness of training. At Union Sanitary
District, technical training is immediately followed by field evaluations where trainees prove they can perform
a new function. This is done at the District’s training center in a controlled environment; should a mistake or
accident occur, it would not impact the operation of the District. Metro Vancouver uses an online interactive
training system which requires trainees to interact and periodically respond to questions. For each online
training module, a high percentage of correct answers is required in order for the training to be considered
complete. A trainee’s training portfolio includes a Field Guide that identifies information the trainee must
learn, as well as a companion Assessment Guide, which the trainee’s supervisor uses to test the
employee’s knowledge in each area.

B.

Bring the Right Skill Sets to the Work

Although different utilities use different models for producing documentation and training materials, the
following components are essential:


Subject matter expertise; and



Writing ability.

More advanced training and documentation materials can be produced when the following skills are also
available:


Instructional design expertise;



Photography skills;



Videography skills; and



Computer skills.

Most of the star utilities relied on in-house staff to produce documentation and training materials. However,
both the City of San Diego Public Utilities Department and Colorado Springs Utilities also relied on in-house
training staff to help utility staff locate and access external training resources when the necessary training
was not available in-house (e.g., vendor-supplied operations and maintenance training, commerciallyproduced e-learning products and videos). Metro Vancouver obtained professional services support in order
to develop a suite of training tools that included the following:


Interactive e-learning modules that teach staff fundamentals of their water and wastewater treatment
and distribution infrastructure;
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Field Guides and Field Assessment Guides;



Troubleshooting guides; and



Scenario-based training.

In some utilities, such as the City of San Diego Public Utilities Department and Colorado Springs Utilities,
access to critical skills such as instructional design experience was assured by creation of special job
classifications which required instructional design knowledge and/or credentials verifying training expertise.
At Littleton/Englewood Wastewater Treatment Plant, a subject matter expert possessing writing ability,
photography and video skills, and an interest in producing SOPs was able to take a primary role in creating
both video and written SOPs. The plant’s adoption of innovative information technology approaches (e.g.,
ability to run wastewater treatment plant operations via mobile devices and integration of system control and
maintenance work order systems) made it feasible for an existing staff member to be assigned to
documentation and knowledge management full-time.
However, complete reliance on subject matter experts can be associated with some limitations and risks:


If the job classification of the subject matter experts does not require skill in writing, photography,
video, instructional design, and/or training, the availability of qualified individuals with the full range of
skills may be limited;



Use of an operational job classification to support documentation and training poses the risk that the
position or a portion of the position’s time may be redirected to operational priorities, endangering
the continuity and momentum of the utility’s knowledge management program;



Individuals with technical credentials may have the opportunity to be promoted into operational
positions at higher pay grades, disrupting continuity of the knowledge management program; and



Use of an operational classification may reflect lack of management awareness of the wide range of
training tools that can be successfully developed and implemented when a broader range of skills is
available.

C.

Make an Investment Commensurate with the Task

While some star utilities invested more heavily in in-house staff and some more heavily in professional
services support, all invested heavily in their knowledge asset.
1.

Union Sanitary District

Union Sanitary District, with a total of 132 employees, has developed both a strong technical training
program and a strong staff development program for its employees. In the case of technical training, the
instructional design, videography, writing, and training expertise of a full-time Technical Training Coordinator
have been combined with the knowledge of subject matter experts to create a wide range of training
materials, including written and video SOPs, and classroom presentation materials. To supplement the
Technical Training Coordinator, 12 staff act as Subject Matter Experts on a part-time basis to assist in
oversight of training development.
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USD’s staff development program, or Leadership School, was developed by in-house staff. The Leadership
School consists of in-house curriculum on the following subjects, among others:


Transitioning to a Supervisor



Leadership



Team Development



Communication



Strategic Planning and Performance Management



Time Management and Organization



Change Management-

The in-house curriculum of the Leadership School is supplemented by online courses provided through a
local community college’s Business Supervision program, including:


Fundamentals of Supervision



Management of Human Resources



Leadership in Organizations

All registration fees and book expenses are reimbursed through USD’s Employee Education Policy.
Costs for the Leadership School to date have totaled around $7,000 plus 1,012 hours of instructor,
manager, and student time. This includes development of the program and administration and attendance
of 8 students through the Leadership School.
2.

Littleton/Englewood Wastewater Treatment Plant

Littleton/Englewood Wastewater Treatment Plant has 77 budgeted positions, 26 of which are wastewater
operations staff. A Core Knowledge Management Team consists of three operations staff. One, a
wastewater treatment operator, works full-time on developing documentation. An operations supervisor and
information technology professional also work part-time on this task (the Core Knowledge Management
Team comprises 2.5 full-time equivalents). Two operators and one supervisor at the wastewater treatment
plant also review developed documentation on a part-time basis. The Core Knowledge Management Team
plus the three additional reviewers make up Littleton/Englewood Wastewater Treatment Plant’s Knowledge
Management Team.
3.

Metro Vancouver

Metro Vancouver, with 1,400 employees, has used the guideline that 0.3% of capital improvement funding
should be directed toward training staff to operate and maintain a new facility. Construction of the new
Seymour-Capilano Filtration Plant was a $300 million capital project, and Metro Vancouver invested
approximately $1 million in training development. The primary target audience for these materials was the
40 water treatment and system operators at the facility. More recently, a contract for $12 million was issued
for development of technical training materials for all water and wastewater utility staff (approximately 660
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other operational employees). These professional services contracts do not include the costs of the inhouse project managers or subject matter experts who have contributed to the development of these
training materials.

D.

Customize Training Options to Meet Training Needs

Utilities with access to a wide range of in-house skills were better able to provide customized training
solutions consistent with staff learning needs. A matrix of the different types of training materials produced
by different star utilities is shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Formats Used for Documentation and Staff Training
Format
Written SOPs
Materials to be used in a classroom setting
Online training
Field guides
Mentoring
Scenario based training
Field demonstrations
Video SOPs
Simulations using computer technology
Webinars
Podcasts
Skype
Videoconferencing

Count
5
5
4
4
4
3
3
2
2
2
1
0
0

A key component of the most successful training models among star utilities was the combination of subject
matter expertise with instructional design expertise. The instructional designers identify the training needs,
work with subject matter experts to determine the type of training that would be most cost effective, and (in
many cases) develop the training tool. The subject matter expert might be featured in a video or might
deliver the training in a classroom on field setting. Where subject matter experts were used as trainers, they
often received training and consultation on effective training techniques from the instructional design
experts.

E.

Use Technology to Optimize Employee Access to Information

Areas in which star utilities are making innovative use of technology include the following:


Use of video and computerized programs to create customized training videos;



Development of interactive e-learning modules with pre-set requirements in terms of correct
responses;
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Increased automation of basic operational tasks in order to make increased staff time available for
documentation tasks;



Use of a computerized materials management system to track staff time devoted to documentation
and development of standard operating procedures; and



Use of on-line knowledge management systems to give staff ongoing access to documentation,
training materials and training management as well as other key information sources.

Staff preparedness is not guaranteed by a written procedure in a binder, or a video that sits on a shelf.
Successful knowledge management requires reliable, user-friendly access to the most updated information
required.
One approach to ensuring an opportunity for staff training is to provide staff with periodic updates on basic
skills (e.g., hazardous materials training), combined with training on new skills. The City of San Diego
Public Utilities Department provides this through annual all-day training sessions for staff (Spring Training
for the Water Branch and the Fall Classic for the Wastewater Branch). These sessions are supplemented
by additional training classes, as well as check-out binders for Safety Tailgates.
Many utilities focus on providing online access to training materials and documentation. Littleton/Englewood
Wastewater Treatment Plant uses its online knowledge management system (OMS Connect) to provide
staff with easy access to written and video standard operating procedures, as well as training materials,
permits, equipment manuals, as-built drawings, and many other documents. Because Littleton/Englewood
Wastewater Treatment Plant makes widespread use of mobile devices, this information is available in the
field on an on-demand basis. Metro Vancouver uses a similar online system (Utility Gateway custom
interface to LiveLink document management system) to store and access SOPs, training materials,
expertise listings, and policies, with the expectation that up-to-date online versions of procedures will be
printed as needed and outdated hardcopies will be destroyed. Union Sanitary District utilizes Microsoft
SharePoint as an online portal to written and video SOPs and training materials.
Colorado Springs Utilities utilizes technology in many forms to provide various types of training. They
provide staff with opportunities for classroom training using Microsoft PowerPoint presentations and student
guides, as well as interactive online training where situations can be presented for simulated decision
making by the trainees. Furthermore, they utilize digital avatars to present online materials to add an
element of interest to the training and try to personalize the effect of the presentation.

V. Obstacles to Implementation
A glib cliché in the water industry is that “people are our most important asset.” Staff preparedness is in fact
required for operational reliability, with operator error potentially causing regulatory violations and fines, as
well as harm to staff, the public, the environment, and utility infrastructure and equipment. Given public
utilities’ stated values and level of risk averseness, what explains the minimal level of investment that most
utilities have directed toward staff preparedness? It is worth identifying these factors, as they represent
hurdles to be overcome.
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“Whatever enables also disables,” a quote from the Iroquois American tradition, is applicable here. The
skilled stable workforce supplied by Baby Boomers enabled utilities to function successfully despite weak
programs in candidate development, outreach, recruitment, staff development, documentation, technical
training and knowledge management. Consequently, utilities have not developed in-house knowledge and
skills related to these program areas; their governing bodies have become accustomed to little or no
investment in these areas. The concept of “trained incapacity,” developed by the sociologist Max Weber, is
also germane. The Baby Boomers who still dominate management of the water industry have decades of
experience in focusing their efforts and developing their expertise in areas which do not include employee
knowledge.
The organizational culture of a utility may inadvertently support haphazard approaches to knowledge
management. Emergency situations generated by lack of employee knowledge can be exciting and result
in overtime pay and praise for those who troubleshoot the problems, whereas documentation of standard
operating policies and procedures can be tedious.
The water/wastewater industry has historically been somewhat insular, with many employees spending
much of their careers within the industry, sometimes within a single utility. The consultants hired for
engineering and management support services often reflect the skill sets and perspective of utility staff.
While advances have been made in instructional design, adult learning, and application of technology (e.g.,
e-learning and videoconferencing), a utility may have limited contact with the educational community.
Communication with information technology industry is generally delegated to the organization’s IT experts,
who are generally investigating options for implementing more traditional operational objectives. Learning
management software packages and proprietary knowledge management systems developed by
consultants have found their way into the industry, but water industry professionals are rarely in
communication with leading edge developers of training and knowledge management tools. The issue is
not only who we know, but who we position ourselves to learn from; too frequently, we are positioning
ourselves to learn from people remarkably similar to ourselves, thus limiting the speed and extent of our
innovation.
Recent recessionary times have encouraged utilities to reduce staff and limit the already-meager
investments in staff preparedness. Training and travel have been easy targets for managers and elected
officials who have identified these investments as “perks” designed to encourage staff development and
morale, rather than the preventive maintenance and capital investment needed to protect operational
reliability. Budgeted staff reductions and failure to fill vacancies have further limited the availability of
subject and utility-specific training and reference materials.

VI. Conclusion
The star utilities described in this report have faced, and continue to struggle with, the hurdles described
above. Any utility that establishes the objective of assuring staff preparedness needs a plan that includes a
strategy for moving over or around predictable barriers. For example, if it is clear that subject matter experts
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do not have the writing skills or the time to write standard operating procedures, utilities must provide the
resources required for the job, whether that means hiring qualified staff or obtaining external support.
Summaries of programs developed by star utilities are contained in Attachment G. These illustrate what can
be accomplished by utilities that are willing to take on these challenges. Additional information gained
through the star utility site visits and BAYWORK’s Lessons Learned Workshop can be obtained by visiting
the Resources Component of BAYWORK’s website at http://baywork.org.
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Attachment A:
Star Utility Surveys

Union Sanitary District (Technical Training)
Littleton/Englewood Wastewater Treatment Plant
Colorado Springs Utilities
City of San Diego Public Utilities Department
Metro Vancouver
Union Sanitary District (Leadership School)

Survey of Processes, Programs and Investments Required for
Implementation of Effective Technical Training and Staff Development
Programs
Purpose of the Survey
One of the primary challenges of the water/wastewater industry at this time is to provide the staff
development and technical training programs needed by staff in order for them to perform quality work.
The purpose of this survey is to document the processes that are being used by water/wastewater
utilities that are doing outstanding work in this area, as well as the investments they are making in order
to develop quality programs and products. These findings will be published in a BAYWORK report, and
posted to the BAYWORK website, for the benefit of the water/wastewater industry.
Name:
Agency:
Position:
Email:
Date:
Phone:

James Mcpherson
Union Sanitary District
Technical Training Coordinator
James_mcpherson@unionsanitary.com
7/10/12
510‐477‐7547

1. Please provide the following information about your utility:
a. Please check all functions provided by your utility.
Water

Wastewater

Power

Stormwater/
Floodwater

132
b. How many staff members are employed by your utility?

132FTE

c. Please describe how different types of training/staff development are handled in your
organization, in terms of roles and responsibilities (with an organization chart to help
illustrate, if possible).
i.

Development of Training Modules. Technical Training Coordinator (TTC)
received support from an SME (Subject Matter Expert). SME is responsible for
providing the necessary references and expert knowledge in the assigned
tasks for his/her job classification. The TTC will complete all the
administrative tasks associated with development (typing, routing, and edits).
The Coach and Manager and own the Training Module are responsible to
review and make appropriate edits/comments. In the case of the Manager, he
will also supply the final approval.

ii.

Training Module Instruction. A designated SME or management will instruct
the course and conduct initial assessments of competency.

iii.

The TTC is responsible for all Training Module documents as well as all
Operating Group SOPs. This done using Microsoft Share Point.

1 FTE as Technical Training Coordinator
12 Employees have collateral duties as Training Star Points
11 Employees (Subject Matter Experts) support development of training material
within their occupation within one of the three Operating Group Workgroups (Plant,
Maintenance, Collections)

d. If your utility has access to any communication technology that would allow for remote
participation by SFPUC staff in this site visit (e.g., teleconferencing, videoconferencing,
webinar, or skype), please describe.
i.

SKYPE. While the District has the ability to use SKYPE, it would require the
approval of the District IT Team.

2. Please describe how you prioritize the projects you work on in regards to documentation, staff
development, and technical training.
a. Who participates?
The Operating Group managers and coaches. Business Services Manager and Coach,
Technical Training Coordinator, and Plant Trainer.

b. What forms, survey, analysis, workshop, documentation, etc. are used to support the
prioritization process?
We use(d) the historical knowledge of management. There really is no form, survey,
workshop or documentation.
Knowing what we know now, a process such as Gordon Grahams, Risk versus
Frequency table would be a valuable tool. The table has the user place tasks that
employees must complete in one of four categories:
LR/HF. Low Risk/High Frequency. Tasks that are done frequently and have a low risk
to the District.
LR/LF. Low Risk/Low Frequency. Tasks that are done infrequently and have a low risk
to the District.
HR/HF. High Risk/High Frequency. Tasks that are done frequently and have a high
risk to the District.
HR/LF. High Risk/Low Frequency. Tasks that are done infrequently that have a high
risk to the District.
The initial focus would be on the HR/LF task.

c. What criteria are used as a basis for prioritization of specific tasks or processes? (Check
all that apply)
☒ Employee Safety
☒ Regulatory Compliance
☐ High Volume
☒ High Consequence of Failure
☐ Other (please explain):
While the model in para 2.b. uses HR/LF, the District uses the term high consequence
of error.
“What is the consequence of error?”. We looked at which systems or equipment that
has the highest consequence of error to the District. Frequency of use was the second
factor. After ranking them, will we now use this systematic approach in the
development of each module.
3. What demonstrated knowledge, skills and abilities do you look for when hiring new employees
to do instructional design, development and delivery?
This is not a consideration in our hiring process.
4. What organizational rewards (e.g., job advancement opportunities) if any are provided to staff
who receive technical and/or staff development training?
Increases in Pay Rate Steps. Promotion to (CSW II, CSW Lead, Mech II) can be accelerated.
Successful completion of State certification for Plant Operator I, II, III.
5. What type of culture change do you believe are necessary in order for training and staff
development programs to support successful succession management? In your opinion, has
your organization made strides toward implementing such changes, and if so, how? If your
organization collects data which relates to advancement in this area, which data do you collect,
and how do you measure your advancement?

6. Have you incorporated regulatory compliance procedures and documentation into your
operating and maintenance work order system?

7. What different formats for documentation, staff development, and training materials have you
considered and used in your training programs? What have you found to be some of the pros
and cons of different approaches?

Material
Written SOPs
Video SOPs
Online training
Video
Interactive
Avatar
Curriculum to be used
in a classroom setting
With
powerpoint
With video
footage
Simulations using
computer technology
Field guides
Scenario based
training
Webinars
Skype
Podcasts
Videoconferencing
Mentoring
Other (explain):

Considered
(check all
that apply)

Used
(check all
that
apply)

Pros

Cons

8. Please provide information for any training program or product produced in each applicable
category where documentation/training materials have been produced.
Material
Written SOPs

Sample product or program
Paving, SCADA, Pump Station Mechanic

Video SOPs

Tractor Loader Backhoe

Online training

None

Video
Interactive
Tutorial
Avatar
Materials to be used in a
classroom setting
Powerpoint

Paving

Student Guides

None

Video

Centrifuge Maintenance

Other (Please
Explain)
Simulations using
computer technology
Field guides

None.

Scenario based training

In the preliminary discussion phase.

Field Demonstrations

During instruction of all training modules.

Webinars

None.

Skype

None.

Podcasts

None.

Videoconferencing

None.

Mentoring

Leadership School

None.

Other:

Training/Staff Development Project Worksheet
Topic/purpose of training

Paving Projects

Name or Title of Training Product(s) or Programs
Produced

Paving Training Module

Type of Products/Programs Produced
Date(s) Produced

Competencies, Standards, SOP, Curriculum,
Powerpoint, Training Area
October – December 2010

For this product or set of products or programs, please describe the following (if it is feasible to provide
a flowchart or time line, this would be extremely helpful).
1. The process used to create it (them):
a. Identification of tasks and processes.
b. Determination of system knowledge required to complete the tasks.
c. Development of standard answers.
d. Development of Standard Operating Procedures (Done in concert with c.)
e. Development of curriculum
i.
Consideration is given to most effect learning style based on audience
f. Development of slides and material to support learning
2. Professional services and/or contractual costs: In‐House
3. Estimated staff time (by job category): TTC 80 Hours. SME (CSW II) 60 Hours. Coach 5 Hours.
Manager 10 Hours. Coach and manager time was for review and edits.
4. What issues did you run into that affected the amount of time it took to develop the product(s)
or program(s), such as lack of specific skill sets, time allowed away from job to participate, etc.?
Determining how to do the practical. Settled on having employees pave areas within the
corporate yard that required re‐paving.
5. Any equipment and supplies that were required (including hardware/software):






Asphalt
Lute
Torch Kit with Gas
Quikrete
Construction Truck










Utility Compactor (Roller)
Utility Trailer
Tamping Rammer
One‐way Plate Compactor
Emulsion Sprayer
SS1H Emulsion Oil
Dump Truck
Delineators/Cones

6. Incentives used to encourage staff to develop staff training material:
District Alternate Compensation Program
The purpose of the Alternate Compensation Goals Program is to provide monetary awards to
employees or teams that establish and meet planned goals for activities that provide a benefit
to the District. This element of the program provides an annual recognition for accomplishing
a goal.
Annual Goals
Goals need to be specific and fall within the categories of either individual or team goals.
Goals are established by an employee, group of employees, or entire team, working with their
Coach.
7. Tracking system used to track costs associated with development of training tools:
We did not use a tracking system during development.
8. Support required for implementation of the training tool (e.g., providing equipment in the field
to provide staff access to information, or change in work schedules to allow training time)
Plant – 1 FTE as Plant Operator Trainer
Maintenance – 3 Mechanic II. One Mechanic II at any given time for up to 80 hours to
complete a module.
Collections – 5 Collection System Worker II. One CSW II for up to 80 hours to complete a
module.
Construction of the Training Center to give Collections access to realistic training that could be
controlled. We have not determined the cost of the training center.
Work schedules are written around the approved training schedule.

Last year (FY12) training hours for the operating workgroups were (percentage of yearly work
hours spent in training is in parenthesis next to the hours):
a.

District Wide: 4196.8
i.

Treatment and Disposal 670.8
1.
TPO 533.8 (1.6%)
2.
RST 137.1 (1.2%)

ii.

Fabrication Maintenance and Construction 510.3
Mech/PS 416.8 (1.6%)
1.
2.
Elec/IT 93.5 (0.9%)

iii.

Collection Services 1313.1
1.
CS Support 90.3 (0.6%)
2.
CS MTV 561.5 (2.8%)
3.
CS Const 661.3 (3.0%)

9. What have you done to ensure that training products/programs are used? (Examples would be
providing access to field staff through mobile computers, requiring supervisors to track staff use
of training materials and verification of knowledge gained, tracking use through a Learning
Management System, and scheduling formal training sessions using materials.)
All training modules must be completed by employees. Either as a refresher or as
initial/recurrent trainings. We track the training type and length using our Learning
Management System.
10. How do you evaluate the success of your training product(s) or program?
We use the feedback of employees (Kirkpatrick Level 1). We have just scheduled our first
Level 3 Assessment to ascertain the level of knowledge and skill after one year has passed
since the training intervention.
11. Lessons Learned:






MANAGEMENT MUST DRIVE THE BUS OR IT WILL DIE
It is going to take longer than you think
Sources taken away from work
Details, Details = Frustration
This is not an event, it is a process



Not everyone can:
o Develop a module
o Train fellow employees
o Assess fellow employees

Survey of Processes, Programs and Investments Required for
Implementation of Effective Technical Training and Staff Development
Programs
Purpose of the Survey
One of the primary challenges of the water/wastewater industry at this time is to provide the staff
development and technical training programs needed by staff in order for them to perform quality work.
The purpose of this survey is to document the processes that are being used by water/wastewater
utilities that are doing outstanding work in this area, as well as the investments they are making in order
to develop quality programs and products. These findings will be published in a BAYWORK report, and
posted to the BAYWORK website, for the benefit of the water/wastewater industry.
Name:
Agency:
Position:
Email:
Date:
Phone:

Cindy Goodburn
Littleton/Englewood WWTP
Business Services Manager
cgoodburn@englewoodgov.org
9/6/12
303‐762‐2617

1. Please provide the following information about your utility:
a. Please check all functions provided by your utility.
Water

Wastewater

Power

Gas

78
b. How many staff members are employed by your utility?

78

c. Please describe how different types of training/staff development are handled in your
organization, in terms of roles and responsibilities (with an organization chart to help
illustrate, if possible).
The Littleton/Englewood WWTP (L/E WWTP) is an organization very reliant upon data and information
that is accurate, reliable and easily accessed. To this end, computerized systems were upgraded
beginning in 2000 with the goal of meeting this criteria and being integrated where possible. These
systems provide the foundation for the knowledge management program. An overview of these
systems will be presented, with in‐depth descriptions and demonstrations of some of the applications
key to the Knowledge Management Initiative throughout some of the other presentations.
The Knowledge Management Initiative, which was launched in 2007, focused primarily on the
Operations Division, with the driver being the completion of the Phase 2 project, which resulted in an
almost completely new plant with new equipment and a sharp operational learning curve for staff.

Prior to the beginning of the KM Initiative, certain assumptions and awareness items were identified.
These assumptions and awareness items were presented to upper management and the facility
governing Board. A strong commitment was made by the Board and upper management for this
project. Getting this commitment was an important step to help ensure staff dedication and
participation in the project. The following are the topics considered important for successful
implementation of the Knowledge Transfer/Management Plan:












Operations Knowledge is the collection of information, data, and procedures, which can be
appropriately recalled to assist in observations, trouble‐shooting, problem solving, or decision‐
making.
Knowledge is valued as a vital asset in supporting successful operations and management
appropriate resources and support shall be allocated.
Management and staff will work together to promote knowledge transfer.
Knowledge must be captured and stored in either an electronic or documented format, and be
managed as a living, evolving process.
Staff must be able to easily access information when necessary.
All mission critical elements of the operations process must be captured.
An environment of information exchange needs to be in place in which operators are willing to
share information without feeling threatened by staff members eager to learn.
The plant must have a person(s) dedicated to and responsible for the maintenance and
administration of the knowledge management program.
Information systems must be in place to support the knowledge management program.
A dedicated schedule must be followed to ensure knowledge capture will occur before veteran
staff retires.

KEY PLAN ELEMENTS FOR KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER
Knowledge Transfer is an enormous endeavor that needed to be broken into stages. The following
presents each stage of the plan with a brief explanation:
1) Promote the importance of knowledge management ‐ The importance of knowledge
management needs to be championed at all levels of the plant; from the Utility Director to each
Operator. Everyone must realize the significance of knowledge as an asset and its long‐term
impact on future plant operations. Promoting this awareness over the next five years can be
achieved via meetings, the plant newsletter, presentations, “pep talks” from managers.
2) Form a Knowledge Management Team (KMT) chaired by the Process Specialist ‐ Change occurs
best if more people own the outcome. In addition, by using the concept of “divide and
conquer”, tasks can be divided amongst more resources, as opposed to the entire burden falling
on the one individual. The team consists of an operator and supervisors who will be responsible
for documenting the knowledge for their assigned area. This team will meet on a monthly basis
to determine what needs to be documented, how, when, and by whom. Also, could be tied to
additional pay if outcomes are met.
3) Tie knowledge management to pay for performance ‐ In order to increase participation, pay can
be used as an incentive. For example, each employee can be given a target of SOPs to complete
for the year. If that target is met, they receive a higher rating in that section of their evaluation.

4) Identify knowledge content elements by plant areas ‐ A list of all the various process areas,
procedures, troubleshooting techniques, preventative maintenance methods, and key
knowledge areas need to be compiled by the KMT. This list serves as the guide for the entire
knowledge management project with each area owner responsible for completing his or her
portion of the list. This list should be updated on a regular basis.

d. If your utility has access to any communication technology that would allow for remote
participation by SFPUC staff in this site visit (e.g., teleconferencing, videoconferencing,
webinar, or skype), please describe. Yes. We will set up a webinar or Go‐To session.
Arrangements have been made to have this videotaped, as well.
2. Please describe how you prioritize the projects you work on in regards to documentation, staff
development, and technical training.
a. Who participates?
Operations staff is the primary participants and recipients of SOP development and
associated training. Training is done by the Process Control Specialist for all new SOPs
and SOP modifications on a twice per month schedule.
b. What forms, survey, analysis, workshop, documentation, etc. are used to support the
prioritization process? There is no formal process for this.

c. What criteria are used as a basis for prioritization of specific tasks or processes? (Check
all that apply)
X Employee Safety
X Regulatory Compliance
High Volume
X High Consequence of Failure and high impact
☐ Other (please explain):
3. What demonstrated knowledge, skills and abilities do you look for when hiring new employees
to do instructional design, development and delivery?
We do not hire for this. Everything is done in‐house with existing staff, in addition to their regular
duties.

4. What organizational rewards (e.g., job advancement opportunities) if any are provided to staff
who receive technical and/or staff development training?
Occasional promotional opportunities are available. Participation in technical and developmental
training and demonstrated application of skills acquired give these candidates extra credentials.
5. What type of culture change do you believe are necessary in order for training and staff
development programs to support successful succession management? In your opinion, has
your organization made strides toward implementing such changes, and if so, how? If your
organization collects data which relates to advancement in this area, which data do you collect,
and how do you measure your advancement?
L/E WWTP has opportunity to take advantage of City of Englewood Leadership programs and
training. Strong encouragement from management for L/E staff to participate in these programs is
given and the participation rate is the highest among all City departments. Documenting SOPs and
encouraging staff participation in this process is the start of the program. Further work needs to be
done to identify key knowledge holders and gain their participation before they retire. Also, a
defined succession plan has yet to be developed.
6. Have you incorporated regulatory compliance procedures and documentation into your
operating and maintenance work order system? Yes, but very limited.

7. What different formats for documentation, staff development, and training materials have you
considered and used in your training programs? What have you found to be some of the pros
and cons of different approaches?

Material

Considered
(check all
that apply)

Used
(check all
that
apply)

Written SOPs

X
Video SOPs

X

Online training
Video

X
X

Pros
Consistent and safe
application of
regular tasks and
processes.
Reviewed annually
Considers a
different learning
style and provides
visual validation of
success Videos
used within written
SOPs
Easy to access and
use
Accessible and
efficient. Can add

Cons

This is a fairly time
consuming and
lengthy process

No room for craft
discernment and
abnormal operating
conditions

Not facility specific
No way to evaluate
effectiveness. No

Interactive

X

Tutorial
X

Avatar

X

X

No guarantee that
information will be
retained.

Not very deep and
does not take into
account of different
learning styles

Used on a very
limited basis
Familiar format
with some
flexibility with
presentation. Easy
to put together
quickly and
provides visual.

Can be overused and
boring.

X

X

Other (Please Explain)
Simulations using computer
technology
Field guides

opportunity for
interaction.

X

Materials to be used in a
classroom setting
Powerpoint

Student guides
Video

interest and appeal
to the visual
learners.
Accounts for
greater coverage of
different situations
employees may
face. Allows for
simulated decision
making
Not used too
much. Easy, quick,
efficient reminders
rather than full
blown class

When done
appropriately, adds
an interesting
element and can
hold attention
longer.

X

X

Scenario based training
X

SOPs used in field.
Easy to follow, step
by step instructions
for completing
tasks. Can access
electronically, if
necessary.
Just beginning
work on
developing safety
related scenario

Boring and not
interesting to watch
alone. Learning can
be limited without
interaction.

based training
Field Demonstrations

X

Webinars
Skype

X

Convenient and
productive

Difficult to measure
effectiveness.

X

Direct and
individual one on
one interaction.
Best and most
focused training.

Difficult to get
employee buy in and
participation. Difficult
to implement
enterprise wide. Risk
of passing along
process errors.

X

Podcasts

X

Videoconferencing

X

Mentoring

8. Please provide information for any training program or product produced in each applicable
category where documentation/training materials have been produced.
Material
Written SOPs

Sample product or program
InfoNet – One stop shop for all L/E WWTP SOPs and plant information

Video SOPs

InfoNet

Online training

Available through rmwea.org/RMWEA

Video
Interactive

Bi‐monthly process training

Tutorial

Ops Challenge math tutorial

Avatar
Materials to be used in a
classroom setting
PowerPoint

Process control training

Student Guides
Video
Other (Please

Confined Space/Enclosed Space (Internally Developed)

Explain)
Simulations using
computer technology
Field guides

SOPs (Internally Developed)

Scenario based training
Field Demonstrations
Webinars

We primarily take advantage of webinars offered by others.

Skype

N/A

Podcasts
Videoconferencing

Infrequent

Training/Staff Development Project Worksheet
Topic/purpose of training

Safety in work zones

Name or Title of Training Product(s) or Programs
Produced
Type of Products/Programs Produced
Date(s) Produced

January ‐ May 2010

For this product or set of products or programs, please describe the following (if it is feasible to provide
a flowchart or time line, this would be extremely helpful).
1. The process used to create it (them):
The process used to develop InfoNet and write SOPs:
 Consultant developed electronic operations/maintenance manual for the Phase 2
project
 Consultant assistant to get knowledge management initiative started
 Knowledge management initiative core team assignment: Process Specialist, Lead Plant
Operator, Data Analyst




Knowledge Management Team: 2 plant operators, one senior, one new; 1 Operations
Supervisor; KM core team.
Establish process for developing SOPs, tracking hours associated with SOP development
and reminders for annual SOP review. This is done in the asset management system,
Infor EAM.

2. Professional services and/or contractual costs:
Consultant developed on‐line manual: $150,000. Annual support cost: $5,000
Consultant assistance for KM initiative start‐up: $20,000
3. Estimated staff time (by job category):
Unknown at this time, as there was no tracking mechanism in place.
4. What issues did you run into that affected the amount of time it took to develop the product(s)
or program(s), such as lack of specific skill sets, time allowed away from job to participate, etc.?
Time it took to get InfoNet set‐up, developing the process for getting SOPs written and
managed, lack of staff participation.

5. Any equipment and supplies that were required (including hardware/software):
Purchase of software and associated support agreement
Server space and back‐up strategy
Cameras and video recorders
Snag‐it (editing software)

6. Incentives used to encourage staff to develop staff training material:
None

7. Tracking system used to track costs associated with development of training tools:
Oracle for purchasing
Infor EAM for tracking staff time and SOP review assignments

8. Support required for implementation of the training tool (e.g., providing equipment in the field
to provide staff access to information, or change in work schedules to allow training time)

Staff time: Process Control Specialist; Lead Operator (this person was taken out of his Operator
role and assigned the role of SOP development coordinator.

9. What have you done to ensure that training products/programs are used? (Examples would be
providing access to field staff through mobile computers, requiring supervisors to track staff use
of training materials and verification of knowledge gained, tracking use through a Learning
Management System, and scheduling formal training sessions using materials.)
Electronic access throughout the plant via wireless network using laptops, handheld devices and
IPads.

10. How do you evaluate the success of your training product(s) or program?
There is no formal evaluation process

11. Lessons Learned:
Management support and organizational commitment to assign roles and responsibilities to this
program are vital to its success.

Survey of Processes, Programs and Investments Required for
Implementation of Effective Technical Training and Staff Development
Programs
Purpose of the Survey
One of the primary challenges of the water/wastewater industry at this time is to provide the staff
development and technical training programs needed by staff in order for them to perform quality work.
The purpose of this survey is to document the processes that are being used by water/wastewater
utilities that are doing outstanding work in this area, as well as the investments they are making in order
to develop quality programs and products. These findings will be published in a BAYWORK report, and
posted to the BAYWORK website, for the benefit of the water/wastewater industry.
Name:
Agency:
Position:
Email:
Date:
Phone:

Todd Thomas
Colorado Springs Utilities
Human Resources Supervisor
tthomas@csu.org
8/6/2012
719‐668‐5933

1. Please provide the following information about your utility:
a. Please check all functions provided by your utility.
Water

Wastewater

308

102

Power
Electric T&D ‐ 188
Power Plant ‐ 273

b. How many staff members are employed by your utility?

Gas
172
1928

c. Please describe how different types of training/staff development are handled in your
organization, in terms of roles and responsibilities (with an organization chart to help
illustrate, if possible).
The University of Springs Utilities aligns with the strategies, goals and objectives of Colorado Springs
Utilities and offers learning and development opportunities in an accessible and cost‐effective manner.
We operate under a Learning Sponsorship Council consisting of top level leaders throughout the
organization and have associated Advisory Boards for the five Schools of Learning:
 Technical Field Operations
 Technical Plant Operations
 Environment, Health & Safety
 Customer Relationships
 Organizational and Professional Development.
This partnership allows the employees of Colorado Springs Utilities to be “owners” of their learning and
to help in the identification and prioritization of essential training needs.

Through the five Schools of Learning, USU provides employee development opportunities in the
following areas:
 Technical Craft
 Safety
 Heavy Equipment
 Environmental
 Customer Care
 Professional Development
 Leadership Development

d. If your utility has access to any communication technology that would allow for remote
participation by SFPUC staff in this site visit (e.g., teleconferencing, videoconferencing,
webinar, or skype), please describe. N/A

2. Please describe how you prioritize the projects you work on in regards to documentation, staff
development, and technical training.
a. Who participates?
A request is filled out by a University of Springs Utilities staff member in collaboration
with the requesting employee and is approved by the employee’s manager.
The request then goes before an Advisory Board consisting of a cross section of Utilities
stakeholders and leadership for approval, prioritization and funding.
b. What forms, survey, analysis, workshop, documentation, etc. are used to support the
prioritization process? A formal request form is submitted. This form incorporates
elements of cost analysis, gap analysis and training needs analysis.

c. What criteria are used as a basis for prioritization of specific tasks or processes? (Check
all that apply)
☐ Employee Safety

YES

☐ Regulatory Compliance

YES

☐ High Volume
☐ High Consequence of Failure YES Cost in form of Fines, Safety, Environmental and
Productivity)
☐ Other (please explain): YES: Corporate mandate drives some priority.

3. What demonstrated knowledge, skills and abilities do you look for when hiring new employees
to do instructional design, development and delivery?









Learning program definition, design, development, implementation, assessment and
evaluation
o Analyze program goals and objectives for appropriate learning methodologies
o Design sequence and structure of learning
o Develop and test materials
o Implement training programs
o Evaluate learning with established goals and objectives
Systems architecture, information hierarchies and interface design principles with
content providers, learning management systems and virtual learning environments
Project management
Coaching and mentoring
Analytical skills to assess alternatives and reach conclusions
Communication and interpersonal skills to establish effective working relationships
Ability to work in and lead teams

4. What organizational rewards (e.g., job advancement opportunities) if any are provided to staff
who receive technical and/or staff development training? None
5. What type of culture change do you believe are necessary in order for training and staff
development programs to support successful succession management? In your opinion, has
your organization made strides toward implementing such changes, and if so, how? If your
organization collects data which relates to advancement in this area, which data do you collect,
and how do you measure your advancement? Colorado Springs Utilities has 2 approaches to
Succession Planning. First is an Organizational Leadership Program where aspiring leaders are
able to participate. The Second is addressed at the department level. The company has made
strides and called out the gap but has no formal enterprise Succession Planning solution.

6. Have you incorporated regulatory compliance procedures and documentation into your
operating and maintenance work order system? No

7. What different formats for documentation, staff development, and training materials have you
considered and used in your training programs? What have you found to be some of the pros
and cons of different approaches?

Material

Considered
(check all
that apply)

Used
(check all
that
apply)

Written SOPs
X
Video SOPs
X

Pros
Consistent and safe
application of
regular tasks and
processes
Considers a
different learning
style and provides
visual validation of
success

Online training

Video
X
Interactive

X

Tutorial
X
Avatar
X

Materials to be used in a
classroom setting
Powerpoint
X
Student guides

X

Accessible and
efficient.
Accounts for
greater coverage of
different situations
employees may
face. Allows for
simulated decision
making
Easy, quick,
efficient reminders
rather than full
blown class
Adds an interesting
element to
learning and
personalizes it
more

Familiar format
with some
flexibility with
presentation
Great takeaway

Cons
No room for craft
discernment and
abnormal operating
conditions
No room for craft
discernment and
abnormal operating
conditions
Many field Employees
are resistant to
Technology
No room for craft
discernment and
abnormal operating
conditions

Still limits craft
discernment

Not very deep and
does not take into
account of different
learning styles
Again, is not as
interactive and risks
limiting craft
discernment

Can be overused and
boring.
Is seldom kept by

Video
X

Other (Please Explain)
Simulations using computer
technology
Field guides

Is subject to failure
without interesting
presentation

X

Short and sweet
cheat sheet for
field personnel

Difficult to maintain.
Must have robust
updating process to
be successful over
time.

X

Extremely
valuable. Emulates
the job and the
most critical
aspects. Hold
attention and take
all learning styles
into consideration.

Time consuming and
can be expensive

Field Demonstrations
X

Webinars
X

Although valuable,
Like Scenario based
the weakness is in the
training, can
ability to ensure every
emulate real field
participant is allowed
activity
a chance to practice.
Technology issues are
often on the user side
Convenient and
and can take many
productive
hours to fix.

X

Podcasts
Videoconferencing

learner.

X

Scenario based training

Skype

from class for
validation and
application real
time on the job
When done
appropriately, adds
an interesting
element and can
hold attention
longer.

X

Portable

Is not interactive

X

Direct and
individual one on
one interaction.
Best and most
focused training.

Impossible to
implement enterprise
wide. Is inefficient
and expensive.

X

Mentoring

8. Please provide information for any training program or product produced in each applicable
category where documentation/training materials have been produced.
Material
Written SOPs

Sample product or program
Energy Supply (Power Plant) programs

Video SOPs
Online training
Video

Lab Spill and Response (Internally Developed)

Interactive

Security Awareness (Internally Developed)

Tutorial

PSS

Avatar

ITPP, Security Awareness, Supervisor Compliance (Internally Developed)

Materials to be used in a
classroom setting
PowerPoint

Hazwoper, Rigging

Student Guides

Rigging

Video

Confined Space/Enclosed Space (Internally Developed)

Other (Please
Explain)
Simulations using
computer technology
Field guides

N/A

Scenario based training

AMI (Vendor) , Security Awareness (Internally Developed)

Field Demonstrations

Excavation and Trenching rescue (Internally Developed)

Webinars

This is new to us and we have one course under development.

Skype

N/A

Podcasts

Leadership Series (Internally Developed)

Videoconferencing

N/A

Hydrant Training (Internally Developed)

Training/Staff Development Project Worksheet
Topic/purpose of training
Name or Title of Training Product(s) or Programs
Produced
Type of Products/Programs Produced
Date(s) Produced

Safety in work zones
Roadway Safety and Traffic Control

Web‐based training with avatars and interaction
January ‐ May 2010

For this product or set of products or programs, please describe the following (if it is feasible to provide
a flowchart or time line, this would be extremely helpful).
1. The process used to create it (them):
The customer was looking to provide a more efficient way of providing training for barricades. A
training request was created by the Technical Training Specialist collaborating with the
customer. During the analysis and brainstorming sessions it was determined web‐based training
would be the most efficient and consistent way to deliver the topic since the learning objectives
seldom changed from year to year. The training request was presented to the School of Safety
& Environmental Advisory Board for review and approval. Once approved by the board, the
project was assigned to an Instructional Designer to begin work. The Instructional Designer met
with the Technical Training Specialist and customer to discuss objectives and appropriate
methodologies for delivery of scenario based content.
The Instructional Designer developed drafts of the course working directly with the customer.
At specific milestones in the process both the customer and Technical Training Specialist
reviewed the course and provided feedback. When course was read for implementation, it was
submitted for final review and approval by the customer, Technical Training Specialist and
Instructional Design Supervisor. Upon receiving approval, the course was published to the LMS
and was run through a technical review by the LMS administrator to ensure proper execution
and tracking for the learner.
2. Professional services and/or contractual costs:
None

3. Estimated staff time (by job category):
From January 2010 – May 2010

SME‐Barricade Supervisor – 40 hours
Meetings with Technical Training Specialist and Instructional Designer to flush
out content as it related to objectives and multiple reviews of course.
Safety Supervisor – 10 hours
Technical Training Specialist – 20 hours
Meetings with Technical Training Specialist and Instructional Designer to flush
out content as it related to objectives and multiple reviews of course.
Instructional Designer – 280 hours
Design/storyboarding and development of deliverable.
Time to bridge gap in skill sets for technology (avatar and variables)

4. What issues did you run into that affected the amount of time it took to develop the product(s)
or program(s), such as lack of specific skill sets, time allowed away from job to participate, etc.?



Lack of skill sets for avatars (CodeBaby) and using variables in Lectora; CodeBaby was
relatively new technology and provided a learning curve.
Barricade Supervisor time away from job from January to May.

5. Any equipment and supplies that were required (including hardware/software):
CodeBaby ‐ avatar creation tool: Created avatar and exported as a .swf flash file and imported
to Lectora
Lectora – course authoring tool: Develop course
Adobe Audition: Edit audio and export .wav file to CodeBaby avatar creation tool
Adobe Premier: Edit video clip
Adobe Photoshop: Edit still photos
Digital camera: Take still photos

6. Incentives used to encourage staff to develop staff training material:
None

7. Tracking system used to track costs associated with development of training tools:
Excel spreadsheet for managing projects. We have since moved to Train Pro Central to help
manage time and effort more accurately for all projects.

8. Support required for implementation of the training tool (e.g., providing equipment in the field
to provide staff access to information, or change in work schedules to allow training time)
The Technical Training Specialist communicated with field personnel to show location of course
and adoption of new training process.

9. What have you done to ensure that training products/programs are used? (Examples would be
providing access to field staff through mobile computers, requiring supervisors to track staff use
of training materials and verification of knowledge gained, tracking use through a Learning
Management System, and scheduling formal training sessions using materials.)
The course was deployed and completions were tracked through the LMS. We use curriculum
functionality for new employees and certification functionality for recurring training.

10. How do you evaluate the success of your training product(s) or program?
No laws require employers to provide training along the topic, however, if job is performed
incorrectly we are susceptible to fines and revocation of corporate DOT license.

11. Lessons Learned:
We identified tools and their potential usage prior to beginning project. Better skill set of tools.

Survey of Processes, Programs and Investments Required for
Implementation of Effective Technical Training and Staff Development
Programs
Purpose of the Survey
One of the primary challenges of the water/wastewater industry at this time is to provide the staff
development and technical training programs needed by staff in order for them to perform quality work.
The purpose of this survey is to document the processes that are being used by water/wastewater
utilities that are doing outstanding work in this area, as well as the investments they are making in order
to develop quality programs and products. These findings will be published in a BAYWORK report, and
posted to the BAYWORK website, for the benefit of the water/wastewater industry.

Name:

Stuart Karasik, Ph.D.

Agency:

City of San Diego, Public Utilities Department

Position:

Training Program Manager

Email:

SKarasik@SanDiego.gov

Date:

September 5, 2012

Phone:

619‐668‐2093

1. Please provide the following information about your utility:

a. Please check all functions provided by your utility.

Water

Wastewater

Power

Stormwater/
Floodwater

X

X
1500

b. How many staff members are employed by your utility?

c. Please describe how different types of training/staff development are handled in your
organization, in terms of roles and responsibilities (with an organization chart to help
illustrate, if possible). All training and training related activities in the Public Utilities
Department are managed by or processed through the Training Section. See
Department Instruction 10.10 (D.I. 10.10 attached).

d. If your utility has access to any communication technology that would allow for remote
participation by SFPUC staff in this site visit (e.g., teleconferencing, videoconferencing,
webinar, or skype), please describe. Teleconferencing

2. Please describe how you prioritize the projects you work on in regards to documentation, staff
development, and technical training.

a. Who participates? Training Section Staff, Subject Matter Expert, Manager and
supervisors from division or area requesting the training.

b. What forms, survey, analysis, workshop, documentation, etc. are used to support the
prioritization process? Training Section staff use data from formal surveys, program
evaluation, accident and incident reporting, meetings with management, and required
regulatory updates as criteria for the prioritization of training needs.

c. What criteria are used as a basis for prioritization of specific tasks or processes? (Check
all that apply)

X☐ Employee Safety

X☐ Regulatory Compliance

☐ High Volume

X☐ High Consequence of Failure

☐ Other (please explain): Department or city need.

3. What demonstrated knowledge, skills and abilities do you look for when hiring new employees
to do instructional design, development and delivery? Our field employees (Water Operations
and System Operations (non‐Operators), Wastewater Collection, Treatment and Disposal (non‐
Operators, Laborer) are hired as entry level employees. KSA’s are developed by the Personnel
Department.

4. What organizational rewards (e.g., job advancement opportunities) if any are provided to staff
who receive technical and/or staff development training? Promotional Opportuities, OCA
Opportunites.

5. What type of culture change do you believe are necessary in order for training and staff
development programs to support successful succession management? In your opinion, has
your organization made strides toward implementing such changes, and if so, how? If your
organization collects data which relates to advancement in this area, which data do you collect,
and how do you measure your advancement? Inclusion of the Training Section in the
development and implementation of the Department’s succession plan and planning process.
My Department has made significant strides in this direction.

6. Have you incorporated regulatory compliance procedures and documentation into your
operating and maintenance work order system? Yes, our Water Branch and Wastewater EMTS
Divisor are ISO 14001 Certified, thus requiring significant documentation.

7. What different formats for documentation, staff development, and training materials have you
considered and used in your training programs? What have you found to be some of the pros
and cons of different approaches?

Used
Material

Considered
(check all
that apply)

(check all
that
apply)

Written SOPs

Pros

Cons

Complete
documentation

Inaccessible at time to
field employees.

X

Good examples

Time and cost of
development above
and beyond that of
written.

X

X

Ease of
completion, time
saving for
employees

Not all employees
have access to pc’s.

X

X

Good
documentation of
procedures

High cost of
development and
maintenance

X

X

Excellent for
employee
engagement

X

X

PowerPoint

X

X

Student guides

X

X

Video

X

X

Other (Please Explain)

X

X

X

X

Video SOPs

Online training

Video

Interactive

Tutorial
Avatar

Materials to be used in a
classroom setting

Interactive
Simulations using computer
technology

X

Field guides

X

X

X

X

Excellent training
methodology for
skills based courses

X

X

Excellent training
methodology for
skills based courses

X

X

Scenario based training

Field Demonstrations

Webinars

Skype

Podcasts

Videoconferencing

Mentoring

Other (explain):

8. Please provide information for any training program or product produced in each applicable
category where documentation/training materials have been produced.

Material

Sample product or program Fall Classic, 2012

Written SOPs

Training curricula based on written SOP’s.

Video SOPs

Online training

Video

Interactive

Quiz show and other applications that encourage student/instructor
interaction.

Tutorial

Avatar

Materials to be used in a
classroom setting
PowerPoint

All courses use PowerPoint

Student Guides

Student guides are produced and distributed for each session

Video

Videos and DVDs of current procedures are included in the training
curriculum

Other (Please
Explain)

Simulations using
computer technology
Field guides

Scenario based training

Utilized as a part of individual courses

Field Demonstrations

Utilized as a part of individual courses

Webinars

Skype

Podcasts

Videoconferencing

Mentoring

Other:

Training/Staff Development Project Worksheet

Topic/purpose of training

Name or Title of Training Product(s) or Programs
Produced

Annual mandatory refresher training, in addition
to training on specific topics requested by
individual divisions, branches, or required due to
regulatory updates

Fall Classic, 2012

Type of Products/Programs Produced
Training Program
Date(s) Produced
Annually in the fall of each year.

For this product or set of products or programs, please describe the following (if it is feasible to provide
a flowchart or time line, this would be extremely helpful).

1. The process used to create it (them): Planning, development, presentation, evaluation
continuum.

2. Professional services and/or contractual costs: No outside costs incurred.

3. Estimated staff time (by job category): One trainer is responsible for the development and
implantation of Fall Classic and Spring Training, in addition to other job duties. These duties
comprise approximately 0.25 FTE.

4. What issues did you run into that affected the amount of time it took to develop the product(s)
or program(s), such as lack of specific skill sets, time allowed away from job to participate, etc.?
Non productive time and the wide range of students attending the training were the major
issues, but these have been resolved.
5. Any equipment and supplies that were required (including hardware/software): Equipment
required is dependent on the topic taught.

6. Incentives used to encourage staff to develop staff training material: Training Staff develop the
materials. The SME’s support the trainers with the only incentive being an invitation to the
Trainer Recognition event at the end of the year.

7. Tracking system used to track costs associated with development of training tools: Training
Section budget.

8. Support required for implementation of the training tool (e.g., providing equipment in the field
to provide staff access to information, or change in work schedules to allow training time). No
additional support required, systems in place to support this and other Training Programs.

9. What have you done to ensure that training products/programs are used? (Examples would be
providing access to field staff through mobile computers, requiring supervisors to track staff use
of training materials and verification of knowledge gained, tracking use through a Learning
Management System, and scheduling formal training sessions using materials.) Follow up with
supervisors and managers after program completion.

How do you evaluate the success of your training product(s) or program? Employee satisfaction,
demonstration of Learning Outcomes, specific data related to individual programs.

10. Lessons Learned: many…

Survey of Processes, Programs and Investments Required for
Implementation of Effective Technical Training and Staff Development
Programs
Purpose of the Survey
One of the primary challenges of the water/wastewater industry at this time is to provide the staff
development and technical training programs needed by staff in order for them to perform quality work.
The purpose of this survey is to document the processes that are being used by water/wastewater
utilities that are doing outstanding work in this area, as well as the investments they are making in order
to develop quality programs and products. These findings will be published in a BAYWORK report, and
posted to the BAYWORK website, for the benefit of the water/wastewater industry.
Name:
Agency:
Position:
Email:
Date:
Phone:

Jennifer Crosby
Metro Vancouver
Senior Engineer, Water Treatment & Systems Control Division
Jennifer.crosby@metrovancouver.org
August 3, 2012
604‐451‐6568

1. Please provide the following information about your utility:
a. Please check all functions provided by your utility.
Water

Wastewater

X

X

Power

Stormwater/
Floodwater
X

We also provide regional services for solid waste, air quality, parks and regional land use
planning.
b. How many staff members are employed by your utility?
~1400
c. Please describe how different types of training/staff development are handled in your
organization, in terms of roles and responsibilities (with an organization chart to help
illustrate, if possible).
Currently there are two groups that provide safety and “business/soft” skills training.
Our Corporate Safety division manages all safety training, including development,
delivery (in‐house or externally provided) and tracking of training (such as confined
space, lockout, chemical handling, etc.
Our Human Resources department manages all business/soft skills training, including
development, delivery (in‐house or externally provided) and tracking of training (such as
leadership skills, project management, tendering and contracting, minute taking,
interview skills, supervisory skills, etc.).

Utility technical training is managed through our Operations & Maintenance
department. We have done extensive development and implementation of formal
technical training and procedures development for our water treatment facilities and
are currently in the process of expanding across our entire department (wastewater
treatment, watersheds, water distribution, wastewater collection, quality control (labs),
and maintenance).
d. If your utility has access to any communication technology that would allow for remote
participation by SFPUC staff in this site visit (e.g., teleconferencing, videoconferencing,
webinar, or skype), please describe.
We can do telephone conferencing. We can do NetMeeting, webinar or other screen sharing, easiest
is if you host and we connect in. We are not set up for videoconferencing or skype.
2. Please describe how you prioritize the projects you work on in regards to documentation, staff
development, and technical training.
a. Who participates?
Typically engineering staff are involved in the project management and field/plant
subject matter experts are involved as much as possible in the planning, scoping,
development and implementation as they typically hold the knowledge and will be the
ones using the materials so must have them engaged throughout.
b. What forms, survey, analysis, workshop, documentation, etc. are used to support the
prioritization process?
We have developed spreadsheets that we use for assessing risk (see below) and also for
preparing a prioritized development plan.
c. What criteria are used as a basis for prioritization of specific tasks or processes? (Check
all that apply)
☐ Employee Safety
☐ Regulatory Compliance
☐ High Volume
☐ High Consequence of Failure
☐ Other (please explain):
We have undertaken a formal risk analysis of tasks which considers the likelihood of the
task going wrong (based on task complexity and probability) and potential
consequences (related to health/safety, public disruption, environment and/or
economic factors). We have then used these risk results to prioritize both the
development of procedures and the development of technical training materials.
3. What demonstrated knowledge, skills and abilities do you look for when hiring new employees
to do instructional design, development and delivery?

We currently partner with external consultants to develop our technical training materials and
facilitate the development of procedures.
4. What organizational rewards (e.g., job advancement opportunities) if any are provided to staff
who receive technical and/or staff development training?
Our technical training program is not currently linked to job advancement. We are in the
process of having our training materials certified for CEU credits with our provincial Operator
Certification agency.
5. What type of culture change do you believe are necessary in order for training and staff
development programs to support successful succession management? In your opinion, has
your organization made strides toward implementing such changes, and if so, how? If your
organization collects data which relates to advancement in this area, which data do you collect,
and how do you measure your advancement?
As part of our technical training program we are identifying and documenting all required job
competencies. We have use the AWWA Water competency model as a starting foundation for
this. Where possible, we are linking the technical training modules to competencies so that staff
can assess where they are at in their development and what the gaps are for them to progress
into a different role within the organization.
6. Have you incorporated regulatory compliance procedures and documentation into your
operating and maintenance work order system?
Regulatory compliance is considered throughout our training and procedures materials whether
related to safety regulatory compliance (i.e. confined space documentation) or utility‐related
regulatory compliance (drinking water quality, environmental discharges, etc.)

7. What different formats for documentation, staff development, and training materials have you
considered and used in your training programs? What have you found to be some of the pros
and cons of different approaches?

Material

Considered
(check all
that apply)

Used
(check all
that apply)

Written SOPs

Pros

Cons
Not as easy to
use/understand; takes
longer than a video
Bandwidth
requirements/challenges,
especially at remote
sites; resource intensive
to develop and edit

yes

yes

Easily accessible
and updatable;
consistent format

yes

no

Very clear and
easy to
use/understand

Video SOPs

Online training

no

Very clear and
easy to
use/understand

Bandwidth
requirements/challenges,
especially at remote
sites; resource intensive
to develop and edit

yes

yes

Engaging,
customized to our
facilities and our
target audience,
easily accessible
(even for shift
workers) and
updatable;
consistent
format/content;
not dependent on
trainer/room
scheduling

Higher costs to develop
and maintain than an
online powerpoint

Yes (on
how to use
the online
training
program)

yes

no

no

yes
yes

yes
yes
No
(although
we have
used
videos

Video
yes

Interactive

Tutorial

Avatar
Materials to be used in a
classroom setting
Powerpoint
Student guides
Video

yes

resource intensive to
develop and edit

from
chemical
and
equipment
suppliers)
Other (Please
Explain)
Simulations using computer
technology
Field guides

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Scenario based training

Skills Demonstration
Assessment Guides

Webinars
Skype
Podcasts
Videoconferencing

yes

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

Yes
(informally
through
field
training)

Mentoring

Excellent tools for
control room staff
Builds on theory
learning to
practical
application (often
kinesthetic
learners); allows
self‐paced
learning
Builds on theory
learning; develops
team skills,
communication
skills; good for
explaining
complex concepts
and process
interactions
Builds on theory
learning to
practical
application (often
kinesthetic
learners)

Costs to develop and
maintain

Requires time from
trainer/facilitator and
trainees

Time from experienced
staff to do field
assessments

Other (explain):
8. Please provide information for any training program or product produced in each applicable
category where documentation/training materials have been produced.

Material
Written SOPs

Sample product or program
Use InfoPath for lockout procedures; use Word for all other procedures

Video SOPs

n/a

Online training
Video

n/a

Interactive

Tutorial

Developed to SCORM, AICC standards. Currently using AMEC’s
OperatorSuite software as our Learning delivery platform as well as our
Learning Management System and content management system. Have
also used Camtasia for computer programs and control system training.
n/a

Avatar

n/a

Materials to be used in a
classroom setting
Powerpoint

Powerpoint

Student Guides

Use MS Word

Video

n/a

Other (Please
Explain)
Simulations using
computer technology
Field guides
Scenario based training
Skills Demonstration
Assessment Guides

Use MS Word
Use MS Word and Powerpoint as well as screen captures from our control
system
Use MS Word

Webinars

n/a

Skype

n/a

Podcasts

n/a

Videoconferencing

n/a

Mentoring

n/a

Other:

Training/Staff Development Project Worksheet
Topic/purpose of training

Train staff on new 1800MLD water filtration plant

Name or Title of Training Product(s) or Programs
Produced

Seymour Capilano Filtration Plant Technical
Training Program and Procedures

Type of Products/Programs Produced

21 web‐based training modules, field guides, skills
demonstration assessment guides, 500 procedures

Date(s) Produced

Duration of project: July 2006 – May 2009

For this product or set of products or programs, please describe the following (if it is feasible to provide
a flowchart or time line, this would be extremely helpful).
1. The process used to create it (them):
Web‐based training modules: provided consultant with various documents (process &
instrumentation drawings, equipment lists, process descriptions, equipment manuals, etc.).
Then worked collaboratively on the table of contents, followed by content development (by
them), review (by our subject‐matter‐experts (SMEs)), and implementation (loaded by our IT
department into our Learning Management System.
Procedures: consultant facilitated workshops with SMEs, followed by field verification
Field training: Collaborative development with consultant
Scenario training: Primarily developed by our SMEs
Troubleshooting Guides: Collaborative development with consultant
2. Professional services and/or contractual costs:
Partnered with a technical training consulting firm (AMEC Training & Development). Project
cost: $1M
3. Estimated staff time (by job category):
–
–

Project management: 1 person full time for project management and technical reviews
Subject Matter Experts (Plant operations and maintenance staff): Equivalent of 2+
subject matter experts throughout contract duration for content development and
review

Plus administrative support (heavy document management requirements)
4. What issues did you run into that affected the amount of time it took to develop the product(s)
or program(s), such as lack of specific skill sets, time allowed away from job to participate, etc.?




Subject matter expert availability
Availability and accuracy of source materials, such as drawings, equipment lists, process
descriptions
Design and review process were resource intensive.

5. Any equipment and supplies that were required (including hardware/software):
Ensured that field staff have access to a computer to access their training materials.
6. Incentives used to encourage staff to develop staff training material:
A brand new plant afforded a unique opportunity and challenge to create the Training and
Procedures program from the ground up. Plant Foremen were hired two years prior to plant
commissioning and actively participated in the development of training materials. The
anticipated influx of Plant staff and the drive to learn about the new facility they will working in
plus to be ready for commissioning motivated staff.
7. Tracking system used to track costs associated with development of training tools:
Project management reporting on deliverables and budget status
8. Support required for implementation of the training tool (e.g., providing equipment in the field
to provide staff access to information, or change in work schedules to allow training time)


Web based training modules were designed to be completed within a short time frame
(20‐ 30mins per module) so that they can be reviewed between field jobs

9. What have you done to ensure that training products/programs are used? (Examples would be
providing access to field staff through mobile computers, requiring supervisors to track staff use
of training materials and verification of knowledge gained, tracking use through a Learning
Management System, and scheduling formal training sessions using materials.)
 Field staff have access to all training materials through computers available on site
 Supervisors have the ability to track staff progress via the Learning Management System
 Trainees have the ability to track their own progress via the Learning Management
System
 Staff have been very interested and pro‐active about doing their training and find the
information helpful both during the training and afterwards as reference material

10. How do you evaluate the success of your training product(s) or program?
At the present time, the metrics we are using are the pre and post test
comparisons, statistics in the OperatorSuiteTM management modules, as well as informal
trainee and supervisor feedback.
11. Lessons Learned:
a. Program planning
 Program champion – senior mgmt buy‐in
 Include all stakeholders in scoping
 Do the gap analysis (what is needed, what exists, where are the gaps)
 Budget and resources (Will it be a Multi‐year or Phased approach)
 Technical limitations (Platform? Bandwidth? Hardware?)
 SME and training scheduling constraints (shift workers, office workers)
 Reference materials availability
b. Know your audience ‐ “Learners”
 Base skills/knowledge
 Target skills/knowledge
 Consider different learning styles & needs
 IT skills? Access?
 Blended approach (web, field, classroom)
c. Document templates
d. Evaluate
 Assess Return on Investment (Pre‐Tests, Value of avoiding the cost of things
going wrong?)
e. Feedback on learning tools and learning content
 Course evaluation

Survey of Processes, Programs and Investments Required for
Implementation of Effective Technical Training and Staff Development
Programs
Purpose of the Survey
One of the primary challenges of the water/wastewater industry at this time is to provide the staff
development and technical training programs needed by staff in order for them to perform quality work.
The purpose of this survey is to document the processes that are being used by water/wastewater
utilities that are doing outstanding work in this area, as well as the investments they are making in order
to develop quality programs and products. These findings will be published in a BAYWORK report, and
posted to the BAYWORK website, for the benefit of the water/wastewater industry.
Name:
Agency:
Position:
Email:
Date:
Phone:

Judi Berzon, Larry Simmers, Donna Wies
Union Sanitary District
Human Resources Administrator, Wastewater Supervisor, Quality Coordinator
judi_bezon@unionsanitary.com
November 6, 2012
510‐477‐7530

1. Please provide the following information about your utility:
a. Please check all functions provided by your utility.
Water

Wastewater

Power

Stormwater/
Floodwater

X
b. How many staff members are employed by your utility?

130 FTE

c. Please describe how different types of training/staff development are handled in your
organization, in terms of roles and responsibilities (with an organization chart to help
illustrate, if possible).
Employees are provided with functional training through their immediate supervisors
and through the Training Module Program described in another Site Survey form; with
District‐wide training, e.g., Harassment‐free Workplace, Ethics in the Workplace, general
safety training, e.g. IIPP, first aid/CPR and training that pertains to several work groups
such as confined space training, fall protection, LOTO, etc. Management staff attends up
to five full days of training in employment/employment relations and legal issues
provided through a consortium of agencies with the training provided by Liebert Cassidy
Whitmore. Periodically, the HRA arranges for training related to management
responsibilities, e.g., effective communication in a team‐base environment,

performance management and performance evaluations, management responsibilities
related to substance abuse, FMLA, the ADA, and so on. Finally, USD developed the
Leadership School to develop employees’ leadership and interpersonal skills and
Management Succession Planning.
The Management Succession effort has consisted of two initiatives: development and
recruitment for an interim Deputy General Manager due to the impending retirement of
four of the seven executives at USD in the next 24 months. The Deputy is anticipated to
become the General Manager and will provide continuity of USD’s culture and critical
input into selection of the replacements of the retiring executives. An executive search
firm was hired to conduct the recruitment for approximately $22,500.
The second part of Succession Planning has been the selection of six employees who are
well‐qualified candidates to compete for two of the work group manager positions that
will become vacant through retirements. The District sent these employees to the week‐
long AWWA Advanced Leadership Academy and have also participated in a 360 degree
evaluation arranged for by an organizational development and training consultant.
Based on the evaluation, the consultant has provided feedback and coaching (which will
be ongoing). In addition, the six employees will participate in two day‐long workshops
provided by the consultant. Total cost will be under $20,000.
THE REMAINDER OF THE ANSWERS IN THIS QUESTIONNAIRE PERTAIN TO THE LEADERSHIP
PROGRAM ONLY

d. If your utility has access to any communication technology that would allow for remote
participation by SFPUC staff in this site visit (e.g., teleconferencing, videoconferencing,
webinar, or Skype), please describe. Webinars, Skype with ET approval

2. Please describe how you prioritize the projects you work on in regards to documentation, staff
development, and technical training.
a. Who participates?
N/A

b. What forms, survey, analysis, workshop, documentation, etc. are used to support the
prioritization process?
N/A

c. What criteria are used as a basis for prioritization of specific tasks or processes? (Check
all that apply) N/A
☐ Employee Safety
☐ Regulatory Compliance
☐ High Volume
☐ High Consequence of Failure
☐ Other (please explain):
3. What demonstrated knowledge, skills and abilities do you look for when hiring new employees
to do instructional design, development and delivery?
N/A
4. What organizational rewards (e.g., job advancement opportunities) if any are provided to staff
who receive technical and/or staff development training?
Employees may be better prepared to promote into a management or other leadership
positions in the District through participation in the Leadership School and/or in the
Management Succession Planning activities.
5. What type of culture change do you believe are necessary in order for training and staff
development programs to support successful succession management? In your opinion, has
your organization made strides toward implementing such changes, and if so, how? If your
organization collects data which relates to advancement in this area, which data do you collect,
and how do you measure your advancement?
Our culture supports training and staff development through an Employee Educational
Reimbursement and Loan program as well as through all of the development activities described
in 1c.
6. Have you incorporated regulatory compliance procedures and documentation into your
operating and maintenance work order system?
N/A

7. What different formats for documentation, staff development, and training materials have you
considered and used in your training programs? What have you found to be some of the pros
and cons of different approaches?

Material

Considered
(check all
that apply)

Used
(check all
that
apply)

Pros

Cons

Written SOPs
Video SOPs
Online training
Video
Interactive
Tutorial
Avatar

x

Materials to be used in a
classroom setting
Power Point
Student guides
x

Video
x

Provides exercises
in the class and
resources after the
training has been
completed.
Can be useful if
quality is on point
and really good.

X

Essential for soft
skill and
supervisory
training

Many participants are
uncomfortable, but
I’ve found they adapt
and fine role plays a
really powerful
learning tool.

x

Essential for soft‐
skill training

I see no drawbacks;
this promotes
learning

x

More of our

Don’t get to interact

Other (Please Explain)
Role plays

Costly and too often
“hokey.”

Simulations using computer
technology
Field guides
Scenario based training

Field Demonstrations
Webinars

management staff
participated when
they didn’t have to
spend 2 hours on
the road to and
from the training
for the
employment
relations training
group we belong
to. Also, webinars
are very helpful for
disseminating HR
and other technical
information.

with participants from
other agencies.

Skype
Podcasts
Videoconferencing
Mentoring

x

Was an excellent
way for our
Leadership School
participants to
have one‐on‐one
ongoing
interactions with
executive staff and
to learn about a
wide variety of
challenges related
to leadership and
management.

It is very time‐
consuming. Our
mentoring lasted
approximately 6
months for each of 8
participants. A second
group of 8 Leadership
School participants
will also be mentored.

Other (explain):

8. Please provide information for any training program or product produced in each applicable
category where documentation/training materials have been produced.
Material
Written SOPs
Video SOPs
Online training

Sample product or program

Video
Interactive
Tutorial
Avatar
Materials to be used in a
classroom setting
Power Point
Student Guides

Video

Other (Please
Explain)

For the Leadership School, we created 15 brand new half‐day internal
workshop materials relating to the responsibilities of leaders in
organizations and to first‐line supervision.
I used the classic video on interviewing, “More Than a Gut Feeling.” I have
other videos, especially on communication, that I did not have enough
time to use. But CRM’s “Communication Toolkit” has many excellent mini‐
scenarios that we have used at other times.
We used several different survey instruments, e.g., determining a person’s
Social Style, communication and leadership styles; approaches to change
management as determined by a survey. These were purchased through
HRDQ. I also used material from DDI’s Interaction Management program,
as I am a certified trainer in DDI’s programs.

Simulations using
computer technology
Field guides
Scenario based training

Much or the material was based on scenarios.

Field Demonstrations
Webinars

See above.

Skype
Podcasts
Videoconferencing
Mentoring
Other:

See above. It was an outstanding third component of the Leadership
School.

Training/Staff Development Project Worksheet
Topic/purpose of training

Leadership School internal workshops

Name or Title of Training Product(s) or Programs
Produced

15 workshops total:
Transitioning to Management
Leadership Styles and Mentoring
Team Leadership
Management’s Role in Safety (2 sessions)
7 Step Problem‐solving & Facilitation
Staffing, Recruitment and Selection
Crucial Conversations
Time and Work Flow Management
Managing Employee Performance (3 sessions)
Strategic Planning and the Balanced Scorecard
Finance and Budgeting
Change Management

Type of Products/Programs Produced

Date(s) Produced

Half‐day classroom setting sessions, with lots of
small group discussions, role plays in pairs or
triads, large group discussion, completion of
surveys described above, and some lecture.
From January, 2011 through September, 2012.

For this product or set of products or programs, please describe the following (if it is feasible to provide
a flowchart or time line, this would be extremely helpful).
1. The process used to create the workshops: The Quality Coordinator and Human Resources
Administrator developed an initial list of courses, which was modified a bit later in the process.
The HRA had material relating to staffing, recruitment and selection in her files and had DDI
training materials and HRDQ materials on communication and leadership. The QC and HRA
developed several of courses together, including the initial moving into supervision, leadership,
and leading change. The QC developed several courses, at least two of which she has taught
and modified for the LS. The QC and HRA also worked with the Safety Program Manager,
Principal Financial Manager, and Purchasing Agent to “tweak” their materials so that they were
more interactive and had some exercises.

2. Professional services and/or contractual costs: The only outside costs we had was for a half‐day
workshop on Mentoring for the Executive Team.

This training was provided by a trainer/consultant already known to the District who is herself a
Coach to executives as well as a trainer. The cost was $2,000 for a four‐hour workshop.
3. Estimated staff time (by job category):
Human Resources Administrator: 160 hours. This is a rough estimate for overall Leadership
School development, periodic meetings and check‐ins with the Executive Team, development of
the selection process and review of applications; development of internal courses and teaching
the courses, interviewing participants and the ET for feedback on mentoring and writing and
presenting a report on mentoring to both the ET and the LS participants, administering the
program, presenting information about the program twice to District employees; reviewing
applications; planning the graduation and participating in it.
Quality Coordinator: 130 hours for most of same activities listed above.
Wastewater Operations Supervisor: 100 hours. Larry did not develop the courses, but he gave
feedback on each course and attended all 15 courses (and assisted in providing feedback on role
plays and shared experiences; he and HRA and QC all planned and administered the program,
did presentations, etc. Larry worked more with Ohlone College than either the HRA or QC did;
Larry did the research on the courses; he interfaced with the Dean, and he helped employees to
enroll.
The eight Leadership School participants: They attended 15 half‐day internal classes = 60 hours
x 8 = 480 hours total. The LS participants took three college courses which they completed on
their own time. Each class took each participant approximately 10‐15 hours per week of work.
The mentoring was on District time. The mentoring component: Each of the 8 participants met
with his or her mentor for six months, approximately once per week for 1 hour for the first
couple of months and then generally met once per week for the next four months (some
mentors continued meeting once per week throughout the entire six months). So, let’s say each
mentor and mentee met for approximately 16 hours over the course of six months, which
means that 16 x16 (8 mentors and 8 mentees) = 256 hours.
So, 160 + 130 + 100 + 480 + 256 = 1026 hours total for all elements of program and course
development, administration of the program, collection of feedback, conducting the training,
and structuring the mentoring component, LS employees participating in the training, and LS
participants and executive staff participating in the mentoring. This was a large investment of
District resources. However, Learning and Development is part of our strategic plan, and the
Leadership School is an excellent example of top management’s commitment to the program. I
would like to note that much of the course development work was done by the HRA on her
own time. The second round of the LS will take much less time because the materials and
processes have been developed, though there will be some tweaking to improve the program.
4. What issues did you run into that affected the amount of time it took to develop the product(s)
or program(s), such as lack of specific skill sets, time allowed away from job to participate, etc.?

None. The ET approved development of the program by the three internal staff members and
the participation of the eight employees. They have also approved the second session of the 24‐
month Leadership School.
5. Any equipment and supplies that were required (including hardware/software):
None.

6. Incentives used to encourage staff to develop staff training material:
N/A

7. Tracking system used to track costs associated with development of training tools:
The program administrators kept “loose” track of the costs, which in our case was almost all in
time. We bought some materials for the survey instruments, but the cost was minimal.

8. Support required for implementation of the training tool (e.g., providing equipment in the field
to provide staff access to information, or change in work schedules to allow training time)
The training materials were copied by an administrative support staff member, but otherwise
the Quality Coordinator and Human Resources Administrator did the work relating to the
logistics and training sessions (setting up times for training, getting snacks for the training,
setting up the room, conducting check‐ins).

9. What have you done to ensure that training products/programs are used? (Examples would be
providing access to field staff through mobile computers, requiring supervisors to track staff use
of training materials and verification of knowledge gained, tracking use through a Learning
Management System, and scheduling formal training sessions using materials.)
N/A

10. How do you evaluate the success of your training product(s) or program?
We expect that the employees who participate will have expanded leadership capabilities; be
more productive sooner if the employee is promoted into management; have a reduced risk and
cost of performance problems, disciplinary actions, grievances, etc.; reduced training costs of
new supervisors; and reduced turnover of high performers.

11.

Lessons Learned:

We need to “beef up” the first couple of workshops and develop some role play scenarios for the early
workshops. We learned that in an organization in which there is executive support for an effort like the
Leadership School, even with just three staff members working on the program in their “spare time,”
such a multi‐pronged program can be developed. It’s a lot of work but it’s worth it!

Attachment B:
Colorado Springs Utilities Training Request Form

Training Request
Revised: January 19, 2010

Requestor Information:
Requestor:
Department:
Contact Information:
(phone/email)

Training Information:
Job function or title(s) training
is being requested for?
Number of individuals
impacted.
Describe what they are doing
now and what they will be
doing after training.

Describe or list any regulations
or mandates driving this
request.
Describe timing for
implementing a solution.
What tools/resources are
available?
(QBD processes, tools,
equipment, other resources &
documentation)
Other relevant information.
(Cost Benefit Analysis, etc.)

Page 1

Training Request
Revised: January 19, 2010

Performance Analysis
Assess Know How:
Have they been able to meet
performance standards
sometime in the past?
How often is the skill used?
(Frequency)

If performance is an issue, describe how practice and periodic
feedback can be provided:

Conduct Cost Analysis: How much is the problem or discrepancy costing each year?
Calculation/Explanation
Money lost
Time lost
Wasted material
Equipment damage
Amount of work completed
Accuracy of work completed
Accidents
Lost productivity
Duplicated effort
Extra supervision
Customer impact
Other costs
Total estimated annual cost =

If the discrepancy were
allowed to continue, what
would happen is:

Apply Fast Fixes:
Are expectations clear? Do

If no, expectations may be clarified by doing:
Page 2

Cost in Dollars

Training Request
Revised: January 19, 2010

they know what they are
expected to do or accomplish?
Do they have what is needed to
do the job? (authority, tools,
equipment, documented
process(es), other resources)

If no, what do they need?

Do they receive feedback on
how well they are doing?

If no, what needs feedback?

Describe how these may be provided.

How might the needed feedback be provided?

Review Appropriateness of Consequences:
List all consequences (good
and bad) when they ARE
performing as desired.
Are consequences punishing?

If yes, each punishing consequence can be reduced or eliminated by:

List all consequences (good
and bad) when they are NOT
performing as desired.
Are consequences rewarding?

If yes, rewards for undesired performance can be reduced or
eliminated by:

Review consequences
described above and provide
how it can matter more to
them when they do it right or
wrong.

How can you better reinforce when they do it right?

How can you better reinforce when they do it wrong?

Page 3

Training Request
Revised: January 19, 2010

Assess Additional Information:
Can the task be made easier?

If yes, simplifications could include:

Are there any other obstacles
to performing as desired?

If yes, obstacles are:

Obstacles might be reduced by:

Does the performer have the
potential to change or learn
what needs to be learned?

If no, describe:
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Training Request
Revised: January 19, 2010

Developing Solutions
A brainstorming session with IDS is recommended to determine applicable training solution(s) using current
technology, strategies and industry best practices.

Possible Solution #1 :
Describe the solution.

Is this solution clearly
inappropriate or
impossible to
implement?
Is this possible
solution plainly
beyond our resources?
Determine the cost of
the solution.

Calculation
Labor
Materials
Vendor
Total Cost
Cost per participant
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Cost

Training Request
Revised: January 19, 2010

Possible Solution #2 :
Describe the solution

Is this solution clearly
inappropriate or
impossible to
implement?

If so, why?

Is this possible
If so, why?
solution plainly
beyond our resources?
Determine the cost of
the solution.

Calculation
Labor
Materials
Vendor
Total Cost
Cost per participant
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Cost

Training Request
Revised: January 19, 2010

Summary
Describe the problem or request briefly.

Describe the best solution or combination of solutions.

Develop Action Plan:
Describe how the solution(s) will be implemented. Include who will be expected to
implement the solution(s) and what it will take to make the implementation happen.
Also include what evaluation will take place to determine whether training was successful.
Who’s
responsible

Actions:
Design/Develop (Brainstorm, storyboard, create/test
content, multi-media production, etc.)
1.
2.
QA/Reviews Needed (Customer/SME reviews, management
reviews, etc.)
1.
2.
Implementation (Communication strategies,
mandatory/required tracking system updates, etc.)
1.
2.
Evaluation (What data will you check or how will you know
training was successful?)
1.
2.
Page 7

Target
Implementation

Attachment C:
Metro Vancouver Sample Critical Task Analysis

Inspect and Repair Lake (Debris/Bag) Boom

NP184B

Operate Cleveland dam domestic slide gates (local
manual)

P173

Respond to Capilano Dam surveillance anomolies

P174

Respond to Seymour Dam surveillance anomolies

NP045

NP031

Maintain and Implement Backup Control Center
Procedures (ie. Trigger mechanism, how often to test etc.)

Notification/Reporting of a Safety Incident

NP036
NP083

Inspect Crew Vehicle (Pre-trip)
Develop daily pre-plan
Define Project Manager Responsibilities between
E&C/O&M

NP054

Request and approve alarm priorities and responses

P093

Respond to water reservoir overflow

P015

Collect water samples

P071

Flush PRVs

P076B

1
4
3
3
2
2

1
3
3
1
1
4

4
3
3
3
3
5

16
16
15
15
15
15

4
4
5
4
5
5

3
3
3

3
3
3

2
3
3

5
5
3

4
4
4

4
5
5

15
15
15

2

3

2

1

5

4

4

15

Respond to P2 & P3 Alarms

P124

Video for sewer collection

P224

Alarm Testing - PM

P133

Inspect odour control units

P273

Isolation Gates Exercise

P237

Inspect Compressor

P064

Enter wet well (sewer)

P127

Change Pump Leads (sewer)

Notes
Electrical
Mechanical
Guideline needed

?

LKO Procedure Req'd

4
3
3
1
3
3

CSE Procedure Req'd

2
4
5
5
2
3

Existing procedure?

4
3
1
3
5
3

n

y

~ 40 proc for Intercon user. Obtain list.
check w A1 (checklist?)

n
n
y
n

n
n
n
n

n
n
n
y

Clarify USO field response component; EPP/ERP
Clarify USO field response component; EPP/ERP

n
y
y

n
n
n

n
n
n

3

n

n

n

3

3

4

4

4

5

15

different signage reqmn't (waterbody crossings,
gas main crossings, facilities, subsurface
4 locations) some standards available

y

n

n

2
3
5

5
5
2

3
2
1

1
2
3

1
2
2

3
3
3

15
15
15

5 SSEM procedure exists; O&M procedure required
y
5 WCB procedure exists
y
5 template
y

n
n

n
n

n

n

3

5

1

1

1

3

15

5 Subset of CAMP/De-CAMP document

n

n

n

4
3
2
3
4
3
3
3
3
3
4
3

5
2
3
4
4
4
2
4
4
4
3
3

3
1
1
1
3
3
3
2
1
2
3
1

3
3
4
3
3
3
4
3
2
2
2
1

3
4
1
3
3
3
3
1
3
3
1
1

3
3
4
3
3
2
3
1
2
3
1
4

15
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

4
2
4
4
5
3
4
5
3
4
5
5

n

n

n

Procure Facility Signage

NP035

NP051

Task Frequency 1-5

P281

Criticality

Respond to facility security breach

Economic

P045

Environmental

Revise Civil Drawings

Public Disruption

P235

Health/Safety

VFD & DCD Air Supply Filters
Outfall gate Inspections
Dispatch Personnel

Probability of Incident
resulting from Screw Up

Tasks or Activities

Task Complexity

Process Code
MP027
MP046
P028

Likelihood
1-5

Risk Evaluation
Consequence
1-5

4 of 10

Water
WQ has procedures, not applied to USO
Have alarm contact list, 50 diff alarm types
review criticality rating.

in wet wells

n
y
n
y
n
y
y
n
n
y
n

n
n
y
n
y
y
n
n
n
y
n

n
n
n
n
n
y
n
n
n
y
n
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Read pressure sensor

NP007

Coordinate Diver entering source Lake

NP008

Coordinate ROV Inspection (Remote Operated Vehicle)
Into Reservoir

P276

Maintain kiosk heat tape and heaters

P327A

Inspect Capilano Turbine

P327B

Inspect Seymour Turbine

P225

Brush out Alpine Lake Trails

P056

Operate with restricted Capilano flow contact time

P012

Change secondary disinfection setpoints (remote)

P284

Lube Line Valve Actuators

P302

Lubricating Pumps and other Equipment

MP002

Check level instrumentation (PT's) at Reservoirs

MP006

Genset Refuelling - onsite

MP007

Operate and Inspect Ventilation Fan

MP012

Test Emergency Stop Switches

MP039

Rain Gauge Maintenance

MP042

Replace Sewer Air Valves

P271

Intake Screen Flush & Rotation

P267

HVAC Filters Inspections

P272

Isolation Gate Inspection

P252

Inspect and Flush Eye Wash and Shower Stations (Sewer)

P233

Monitor Cathodic Protection

P319

Read, Flush, and Clean Staff Gauge

P156

Verify flow for billing meters

NP065

Create and Interpret trends

1
2
1
2
2
2
2

2
2
3
2
1
2
2

1
1
3
2
2
1
1

2
1
1
1
2
2
2

6
6
6
6
6
6
6

5
g
4 exist.
4
5
2 Check with A1 crew.
4
2 find disinfection procedure

3
2
3
3
2
3
2
2
2
3
1
3
3
2
2
1
1
2

3
1
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
2

2
1
2
2
3
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
2
1
2

2
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
4
1
2

1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
2

2
3
2
1
2
2
1
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
5
4
2

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
4
4

1
5
5
5
1
2
4
5
5
3
5
5
5
5
4
4
5
5

2
2
2
2
4

2
1
2
1
2

2
2
2
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
1
2
1

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

9 of 10

LKO Procedure Req'd

Isolate and return Seymour turbine

P299

3
2
2
3
3
2
3

CSE Procedure Req'd

P162

2
3
2
3
3
3
3

Notes

Existing procedure?

Inspect and flush Air Valves (water/sewer)

Task Frequency 1-5

P057

Criticality

Genset Refuelling - coordination/management

Economic

Inspect line

P261

Environmental

P041

Public Disruption

Repair Sampling Line (water)

Health/Safety

P312

Probability of Incident
resulting from Screw Up

Tasks or Activities

Task Complexity

Process Code

Likelihood
1-5

Risk Evaluation
Consequence
1-5

y
y
n
y
n
n
n

y
n
n
y
n
y
n

n
n
n
y
y
n
y

n
n
n
n
n
n
n

n
n
n
n
n
y
n

y
n
n
n
n
y
n

;

part of PM checklist
part of station checks
part of dam checks
Chlorinate source thru Cap 5 and out to system
Change process setpoints
O&M Maintenance - Mechanical (PM checklist)
O&M Maintenance - Mechanical (PM checklist)
O&M Maintenance - Instrumentation
O&M Maintenance - Mechanical
Mechanical (pm checklist)
Mechanical
Instrumentation
Mechanical
DAM checklist
PS checklist
PS checklist
Testing, Temperature, Flush; Checklist and PM
should be part of a PM checklist
Parameters; operational outcome
delta V instructions

y?
y?

y
y

y
y

n
y?
n
n
n

y?
y?
y
n
y

n
y?
n
n
y

n
y
n

n
n
y

n
n
y

n

n

n

n
n
y

n
n
n

n
n
n
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Attachment D:
Metro Vancouver Criticality Analysis
Guidelines

Critical Task Analysis Guidelines
October 12, 2012
1.0

Create a task list for every job position in the organization. This is done best in a workshop with
representatives of the positions being evaluated in attendance.

2.0

Compile the individual task list into a master list of all tasks performed by the organization’s employees.

3.0

Assemble a criticality evaluation team: this should consist of subject matter experts familiar with the
tasks, such as supervisors and superintendents, as well as representatives from other groups, such as
Worker Safety, IT, Maintenance, and others who may have a stake in the tasks.

4.0

Assign a numerical criticality ranking to each task, as per the steps below. We used a spreadsheet similar
to the sample below to track the tasks and to sort by criticality.
4.1 Criticality is the product of the likelihood that a task will go wrong and the consequences of that task
going wrong. Therefore, Criticality score = Likelihood score x Consequences score.
4.2 Likelihood is calculated base on two factors, the complexity of a task and the probability of failure. Refer
to the charts on the next page for a sample. For a given task, assign a rating in both the complexity and
probability columns. The higher score of the two becomes the Likelihood score.
4.3 We calculated consequence based on four factors: risk to worker health and safety, risk to the public, risk
to the environment, and economic risk, should the task be performed wrong. Refer to the charts on the
next page. Evaluate the criteria used for each rating and determine if they are appropriate for you
organization. For example, you may wish to set different limits on the economic consequences. Assign a
rating in all four columns for a given task. The highest value becomes the Consequence score.

Task #
1
2
3

Task
Name
Asset
tagging
Alarm
Testing PM
Revising
Civil
Drawings

Likelihood (1-5)
Task
Probability of
Complexity
Screw Up

Risk Evaluation
Consequence (1-5)
Health/
Public
Safety
Disruption
Environmental

Economic

Criticality

4.4 Multiply the Likelihood score by the Consequence score to generate the Criticality Rating.

3

5

4

3

2

3

20

3

2

3

4

3

3

12

3

5

1

3

1

3

15

Figure 1: Sample Criticality Evaluation spreadsheet.
5.0

Sort the task list based on criticality ranking. We decided to generate formal, written procedures for any
task with a criticality score of 15 of greater, starting with the highest ranked tasks. For tasks with criticality
scores between 5 and 12, we would generate written procedures if required, as schedule and funding
allowed. For tasks with criticality ratings below 5, written procedures were not required.

Likelihood Criteria
Rating

Task Complexity

Probability
(use historical data if possible)

5

• Unfamiliar, highly complex
• Immediate response
• Troubleshooting and analysis required

Possibility of repeated incidents (once or
more per year)

4

• Highly complex
• Prompt response
• Knowledge and analysis required

Possibility of isolated incidents (once every 5
years)

3

• Complex
• Some time to respond
• Knowledge required

Possibility of occurring sometimes (once
every 10 years)

Less complex but has potential for human error

Not likely to occur (once every 25 years)

Common, familiar, and non-complex tasks

Practically impossible (once every 100 years)

2
1

Rating
Health/Safety

Consequence Criteria
(review criteria for applicability to your organization)
Public Disruption
Environmental

Economic

Loss of life

Extensive service disruption:
• Arterial road out
• Major line break / out
• Region-wide boil water
advisory

• Extended incident: public
notification required
• Full-scale emergency
response required
• Ecosystem failure possible

Loss >
$250,000

• Permanent
disability
• Loss of body
part

Major service disruption:
• Feeder road out
• Minor line break / out
• Localized boil water
advisory

• Major incident: reporting
required
• Fines/citations probable
• Emergency response
required
• Significant threat to
ecosystem

Loss between
$25,000 and
$250,000

• Lost time injury
• Illness without
permanent
disability

Significant service disruption:
• Local road out
• Localized turbidity, no boil
water
• Localized noise

• Moderate incident:
reporting required
• Minor response required
• Minor threat to
ecosystem

Loss between
$5,000 and
$25,000

2

• Minor injury
• Illness without
lost time

Minor service disruption:
• Localized low pressure

• Minor incident: reporting
required
• No response required

Loss
< $5,000

1

No injury or
illness

No service disruption

Minor incident: no
reporting required

No loss

5

4

3

Attachment E:
Colorado Springs Utilities Training Request Process
Flowchart

Receive request for
training services

USU Training Request
Process

OPD/TCD assigns
representative

Rev. 2/7/2012

OPD/TCD
conducts
training
needs/perform
ance analysis

No

Training
Solution?

Yes

Course
exists in
ULS?

Yes

No
OPD/TCD
brainstorms solutions
with IDS

OPD/TCD/IDS
discusses solutions
with requestor

OPD/TCD/IDS
presents request
with solutions to
Advisory Board

No

Approved?

Yes
Vendor
solution?

Yes

OPD/TCD secures
vendor

No
IDS develops solution

Integration with ULS

Implement training

End

Attachment F:
Littleton/Englewood Wastewater Treatment Plant’s
Work Order System for Knowledge Management

Attachment F – Littleton/Englewood Wastewater Treatment Plant’s Work Order System for Knowledge Management

Attachment G:
Star Utility Lessons Learned Summaries

Union Sanitary District (Technical Training)
Littleton/Englewood Wastewater Treatment Plant
Colorado Springs Utilities
City of San Diego Public Utilities Department
Metro Vancouver
Union Sanitary District (Leadership School)

Star Utility
Investment Indicators
Metro Vancouver
Total Employees:
Operational Employees:

1,400
660

Highlights:





Asset management approach to prioritizing training need (using criticality analysis to prioritize
development)
Standardized nomenclature and formats for equipment numbering and descriptors
Blended learning approach including web‐based training, field training, scenario training, and
troubleshooting guides
Use of knowledge management system and learning management system
Documentation/Training Formats Used:






Written Standard Operating Procedures
Interactive online training
Online tutorials
Computer simulations






Field guides for trainees and trainers
Scenario‐based classroom training
Field demonstrations
Mentoring

Investment Indicators:
Professional Services (Consulting Partnership):
Project

Cost

Target
Employees*

Project 1: Procedures and Technical Training Program Development
$1,000,000
40
for Seymour Capilano Water Treatment Plant
Project 2: Operations and Maintenance Department Technical
$12,000,000
660
Training Program (multi‐year contract approved in 2012)
*NOTE: Documentation and training materials also useful for other Metro Vancouver staff (2‐3 times the
number of directly targeted employees)
In‐House Staffing:
Project
Project 1: Procedures and Technical Training Program Development
for Seymour Capilano Water Treatment Plant

Project 2: Operations and Maintenance Department Technical
Training Program

Staff
Commitment
1 full‐time
PM; 2+
Subject
Matter Expert
FTEs
1 full‐time
PM; 6 part‐
time PM
Coordinators;
and several
SMEs

Target
Employees

40

660

Star Utility
Investment Indicators
Littleton/Englewood Wastewater Treatment Plant
Total Employees:
Operational Employees:
Wastewater Ops Staff:

77
49
26

Highlights:




Use work order system to track progress in developing written and video Standard Operating
Procedures
Post information needed by staff on knowledge management system
3‐person Core Knowledge Management Team, plus 3 part‐time reviewers (2 operators and one
supervisor) of draft Standard Operating Procedures, make up Knowledge Management Team
Documentation/Training Formats Used:







Written Standard Operating Procedures
Video Standard Operating Procedures
Online video training
Interactive online training
Online tutorials







PowerPoint for classroom instruction
Videos for classroom instruction
Field guides
Webinars
Mentoring

Investment Indicators:
Professional Services:
Project
Assistance with creating information hierarchy using
Brown & Caldwell proprietary software (OMS Connect)

Cost
$185,000 one‐time
$5,000 annual ongoing

Target
Employees
26

In‐House Staffing:
Project
Development and review of documentation

Staff Commitment

Target
Employees

3 staff (2.5 FTEs) for Core
Knowledge Mgmt Team
26
Additional part‐time
review as needed

Star Utility
Investment Indicators
Colorado Springs Utilities
Total Employees:
Operational Employees:

1,928
1,043

Highlights:




Provide classroom, video, and field training to staff in a wide range of areas (candidate
development, staff development, and technical training)
Use Training Request Form to identify training needs and develop the most cost‐effective form
of training to meet the need.
Use sophisticated customized video training tools, such as avatars and webexes
Documentation/Training Formats Used:









Written Standard Operating Procedures
Online video training
Interactive online training
Online tutorials
Avatars
PowerPoint for classroom instruction
Student guides for classroom
instruction










Videos for classroom instruction
Computer simulations
Field guides
Scenario‐based training
Field demonstrations
Webinars
Podcasts
Mentoring

Investment Indicators:
Professional Services:
Project

Cost

Target
Employees

Implementation of Learning Management System (license
fees, maintenance, and support to implement)

$115,000

1,928

Cost

Target
Employees

$30,000

1,928

$20,000/year

1,928

Video Software and Equipment:
Project
University of Springs Utilities start‐up for software and
equipment
Ongoing operations costs for software and equipment

Star Utility
Investment Indicators
In‐House Staffing:
Project
Training staff (including instructional design staff)
Instructional design staff

Staff Commitment
27
7

Target
Employees
1,928
1,928

Star Utility
Investment Indicators
Union Sanitary District (Technical Training)
Total Employees:
Operational Employees:

132
66

Highlights:


Use competency analysis results to develop technical training materials
Documentation/Training Formats Used:






Written Standard Operating Procedures
Video Standard Operating Procedures
PowerPoint for classroom instruction
Videos for classroom instruction
Investment Indicators:

In‐House Staffing:
Project
Development of documentation and technical training
based on competency analysis

Staff Commitment

Target
Employees

1 FTE Training
Coordinator
12 staff provide subject
matter expertise part‐
time

66

Star Utility
Investment Indicators
Union Sanitary District (Staff Development)
Total Employees:
Operational Employees:

132
66

Highlights:


Use a combination of in‐house curriculum, community college coursework, and mentoring
Investment Indicators:

Professional Services:
Project
Development of Leadership School

Cost
$6,840

Target
Employees
8*

*NOTE: Ongoing costs would be expected to be lower since some of the initial program development would not have to be
repeated when additional employees enter the Leadership School

In‐House Staffing:
Project
Operation and development of Leadership School

Staff Commitment
1012 staff hours

Target
Employees
8*

*NOTE: Ongoing costs would be expected to be lower since some of the initial program development would not have to be
repeated when additional employees enter the Leadership School

